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Cora Putnam has given practically all
: peace and permanent human service «'d tlier*' that sh*- might be able to talk
high power stations will forward mes
her time to the Red Cross work, and Geo. B. Bubar, son of Mr. and Airs. S. sages direct to the ship. 'I'he Presi
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of
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pensation. Many other women have ol’ over seas service being one of the Washington and Paris or London
died, her sister did as she requested
come regularly on Tuesday’s and Fri first Houlton boys to volunteer in the simultaneously, for the George W a s h  Guardsmen, will be selected l’or th*'
and after talking with the pastor con
signal
honor
of
remaining
overseas
in
day’s to work and superintend the Canadian Army.
{ The very sudden death of Airs. Char- eerning herself she gave him to un
ington will receive easily the me s  order to be among the American troops
He was only 16 years of age when
i lotte Nadeau, wife of Wal lace Nadeau, derstand and whether she recover'd
work.
sages sent, from th*' Annapolis station to set foot on German soil, and fur
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both men and women of the town have school and being a native of Canada ship is in a French port."
I morning came as a groat blow to her God.
America for some time yet, is the opin
driven many miles to organize the i he answered the call and offered his
! parents. Air. and Airs. Fred Manuel
Sh*' is survived hy a mother. Airs.
While on the way to Europe Presi ion prevailing at Washington.
branch auxiliary in the surrounding Jservices to the land of his birth,
land to her many friends here,
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that
the
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j Hi August 1914 he went to WoodOn .Monday last she left for Bangor Emmerson of Livermore, Mrs. Marth;
kept daily informed of the events of ond Division, in which many New Eng j
Special mention should he made of
the world through th*1 navy news re land hoys are serving, will also share ; for a short visit with friends appar Hither of Bangor. .Miss Cora and B o
e n t l y in good health, on Wednesday tie White, also five brothers. Leste.
the “ Mothers Groups” twenty in num
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' she talked with her mother on th*' Thomas and Miles, all of Houlton. ind
ber, covering the whole town of Iloulnaval radio station at Arlington and is
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ton, and organized by Mrs. Charles P.
relayed to all naval ships and stations, sources iu Washington say that the telephone and even then, she mad*' Ralph and Amos somewhere in France
Barnes. These mothers have studied
The remains wore brought to Firm1
both at horn*1 and abroad.
This re Twenty-sixth Division was given its no complaint of being ill. and when
the message of her death was receiv ton accompanied hy Airs. Alartha Bith
"Child Training” in their meetings
port is prepared hy a nava officer es choice between being immediately re
and have done the following work
pecially assigned for til*' work and is lieved from overseas duty and return ed on Thursday it <ame as a blow that or. ami laid to rest in th** family lot
i prostrate*! her parents and her hus in East Hodgdon.
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matter prepared in the state depart This wili not only bring to ihe famou- siderable experience in nursing she ciated, speaking from the t**xt "Sfii
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ment and referring particularly to old Twenty sixth Division the glory of f* lt it lmr duly to answer the urgent Mlath Done What She Could
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Sh** was one ol those who went to
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The reception to the school tea hthem th*' distinction of accomplishing How** Brook where the disease was ]
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Prs. bandaged foot socks
the avowed intention of the Ameri  raging and getting almost beyond con : ers of the town on Frida* e ' e n i ng .
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Much of the material of garments
j happy and enjoyable event
The High
ments were never greater nor more
T. .1, Fox lias been appointed Dis help at th*- emergency hospital, after I school auditorium was pleasingly d**< made by the “ Mothers Groups” have
pressing than they are today- deelai- trict Deputy Giand Batriarch for th*' th** epidemic had subsided, feeling i orated with tin* flags of all nation.-,
bees paid for by them—$204.80 has
th** need of a rest, she accepted an in land th** four tables on tin- four sides
ed Secretary of the Treasurv. Win. G.
been contributed by them, part of
16th District of Alaine, which includes
McAdoo in a telegram to Herbert J.
vitation of a school friend to make a iof th** room were very attractive with
which was used to purchase the mawhere
she
passed jsnowy linen, sparkling glass punehBrow n, State Director of W a r Savings Aroostook Encampment. No. 41. I. O. visit to Bangor,
trial, and the rest paid into the Red
a way.
for Alain*', received last night. In ad O. F.
Cross in cash.
! howls, glasses, and candle-sticks. The
dition he stated that "much remains
Though our women have worked so
Airs. Nadeau's age was 22 years, j seats arranged in groups gave the
Belaud (). Budwig Jr. who has been
to
he
done;
our
brave
troops
must
he
splendidly, they should not rest on
attending tin* S. A. T. S. at Orono has sh** was married a few years ago to j guests a chance to move about easily,
maintained and until their work is
their laurels for past work done, for
Wallace Nadeau, an employee of th** j and tin* pretty gown-, and happy
fully accomplished, and they are
re been discharged and arrived home Sat B. & A. R. R. and has one son. both of . fact's made a scene pleasantly remem
the need is still great.
turned to their homes. "
urday.
He will remain at horn*' un 1whom survive, her parents, two sis bered
Thousands o f soldiers have gone
The H. H S. orchestra under
across during the summer and fall,
In order to carry on this work, there til the first of th*' year, wh en he will ters, Mrs. Ara Smart of this town and the direction of Miss Pride
played
and though many of those who went
fore, he emphasized, every possible e f  resume
his
studies,
probably
at .Miss Hazel, an over seas nurse, beside ! tin** selections.
over first are returning, yet many sol
fort must h*' made to th*- end that
two
brothers,
William
and
Harry I The superintendent
Mr. Packard.
diers must stay through the cold win
pledges for th*' purchase of Wa r Sav Cornell.
also survive.
I gave a clear and forcible talk on the
Dr.
J.
A
Donovan
who
left
last
ter until affairs in Europe are straight
ings Stamps he fulfilled before the
| Funeral services and burial took ■school program for this year.
He
ened out. These soldiers need sweat
close of the year.
month to join the Aledieal Corps of place from the home of her parents showed very plainly that the school
ers and socks to help keep off the ter
Secretary AlcAdoo’s telegram is as th*' C. S. A. has returned home and on Franklin Av*>., Saturday afternoon, 1forces ai** only endeavoring to carry
rible Influenza and pneumonia.
fol l ows:
lout th** plan- of the federal education
will resume his practice, his services dondurted hy Rev. H. C. Speed.
The Belgian’s and French refugees
To the afflicted family the deepest bureau at Washington.
The need of
"I most earnestly urge upon you that at the training camp not being needed
need clothing to keep them from suf
svmpathv of this community is extend (educational ability for our boys and
i your organization make every possible
fering. Let every woman rally to the stock and enlisted afterward going to j effort to the end that pledges for the on account of the signing of the ar ed.
girls is very imperative right now for
front and do her bit to help poor down \ alcartier, Quebec, where he entered j purchase of Wa r Savings Stamps be mistice.
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1upon them will rest the burden of the
trodden Europe get on its feet again. training, within a month the urgent |fulfilled before the close of the vear.
expense incurred by war, and not onlv
N. C. Estabrooke spent several days
With all the work that has been
Du* xpem-e hut the righting of eoonry
requiredene, why shouldn’t every person in !regiment
! ^ . dm^ . " 'went
0rV over
r0° PSseas,
was and
te! ' for
, amlsome
h i s ii im,nts
The Government's mom/tar
in Bortland last week a guest of the
The annual inspection of Fidelity emic and social conditions in which
were
never
greater
nor
more
Houlton pay $1.00 and become a m e m  time he continued training at Salis
ha.*1 become
New England Alutual Bit’** Insurance ( ‘hapter. Order of th** Eastern Star, our country
involved
'pressing than they an* today
ber in the Christmas Drive, Dec. 16- bury Plains. Eng.
Co he being th*' lo*al representative was held at Ala-onic hall last week, .Much valuable time in school has been
23.
j
Expenditures
for
November
were
ami was well attended, coming at tlm lost because of war and influenza
This young man went to Franc*'
at a conference of state agents also at sain*' time as tlm annual meeting.
---------- S A V E -------- A Thi* I'me - on he partially made up
soon after and in his various duties greater than in any similar period.
!■ Ding school Saturdays. Because
has seen some of the most severe Those expenditures, growing out of tended a banquet given by th*- com fin*1 supper was served at 6 o'clock by lm
end in th** evening work was e x e m  ot t he long -a* at ion th** pupils are esfighting, he proudly wears four ser th * war, must lie met hy borrowing patty in their honor.
A list of State of Maine Automobile vice stripes and on his left arm the from the people and their magnificent
plified, two candidates receiving th** P*" m.K prepared for the added burAir and Airs. Nelson Wing of ( ’ ley*Registrations giving name of owner, blue stripes given to men who have response heretofore to the Govern
degrees, several petitions were also *.en
mi they can hear it if the parlicense number, style of car, and man received wounds, and Mr. Bubar has- ment's requirements makes me confi land, Ohio, were in town last wee].;, accepted.
Mrs Ina i’ orter, District ents will not
discourage them
Mr
ufacturer’s number, also trucks and been wounded 4 times, the last time dent that they will not fail to continue renewing acquaintance.
Deputy
('.rand
.Matron
from
Presque
Pa* ka rd iDTd th*. parents
When they
to
their
support
to
the
end
that
all
pay
motor cycles, will be published during being in August of this year which
1-1*', was the inspection office!' and she operate >nd he
>P ihe teachers who aim
the coming year. This list will he Is necessitated a 45 (lavs visit to a hos ments resulting from war necessities lived in Houlton. Air. Wi ng was con i omplinmntcd the various officers high- trying
hard
nerted
wit
li
th*'
B
A
A
Engineering
will
be
promptly
met.
sued monthly at a subscription price pital in England.
]\ on their good work
»"H K
T ^ J \ , U' r
of $5.00 for the twelve numbers or 50
to he done
Our offices, and Airs Wi ng was a resident
During his confinement in one of | Much remains
The following officers were then St,."I
t. who .•limbo,I to the top aiVif
cents a single copy.
the hospitals he met a young English ! brave troops must he maintained and of Houlton for a number of years
elected: Air- Bernice AIcGary. worthy
Automobillsts, dealers, and garage nurse
to whom he became
en paid until their work is fully accom
' n - i r ' T S " " ? * in the w o r K
K. lfi Lincoln of this town lias been matron; D K. Black, worthy pat r on:
men will undoubtedly appreciate this gaged and without doubt on his re plished and they an* returned to their
X i T ' hr * " ■ «
Klara
Hanagan,
associate
matron: li- -. T h e
appointed corporal*' engineer tor the Mrs.
service and avail themselves of the turn to his home he may bring this homes.
Hubert
Donald,
conductress;
opportunity to secure copies.
young lady as his bride.
associate
conductress; , r'.r K a h e i V ' * : u t ^ „ ; r , " ,,>'
This is not a time for us to relax B. A- A. Ii Ii. Air. Li nco l n has boon Clara Niles.
No list was available in 1918. The
At present he is back on duty, doing our efforts, and the Treasury Depart - connected with Mr. Burpee's office Elizabeth
AIcGary.
secretary;
Ada
. - • M . o r ^ r / n T 1'0 " " 1"
edition, we understand, will be limit guard duty in Ireland--but he writes ment is making plans for larger and
Taggett, treasurer, George S. Gentl*
witty way.
here
for
a
number
of
years
and
is
a
...... a n T h i's "
;"
ed and sent only to subscribers.
put h"tin
that from what he can learn that he even more important work during the
Trustees for three years; Airs. .Mam
hole assembly
most efficient man. well fitted for his B S. Smart, Airs. Annie Hutchins, t
Orders may be left at the TIMES may be sent home very shortly where coming year.
min,I that „',2 !i " , " h a ha»P>' frant..
Office.
new position.
he is sure to be heartily greeted.
Signed: W. G AlcADOO.
and ( ’ . C. Newell.
e 2 l „ ! , “ V *00"
a"*' hospital-
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Coming Roll Call Is For
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26TH DIV. PREFERS TO
GO INTO GERMANY
TO COMING HOME

HOULTON BOY HAS SEEN
LONG SERVICE IN FRANCE

CHARLOTTE MANUEL NADEAU

,

PLEDGES SHOULD
BE FULFILLED

ANNUAL MEETING 0 . E. S.

AUTO UST FOR 1919

TEACHERS RECEPTION
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penses are in billions, when millions one can say is that those measures table, and the grocery table, and th e '
WHAT WOMEN HAVE DONE
are freely given to war work, when shall not take the form of alms. In a decoration committee, and the din- WOMEN OF FRANCE
While
women
have
been
sewing
and
Established April 13, 1860
knitting under Red Cross management living is so high and when more mon- general way they will be such as in -, ner committee, and the lunch room,
ALL THE HOME NEW6
REBUFF GERMANS
and direction, there has been the cen ey is in circulation than ever before dependent, capable, self-respecting and the grab bag people, have all givThe National Council of French
Published every Wednesday morning sorship of reports of work which has in the nation’s history, it is only com- and mutually respecting individuals en me a chance to donate, and just Women has declined to Intercede with
left the general public unfamiliar with mon justice for every congregation in would agree upon in a like case,
by the Times Publishing Co.
now the decorations committee came the French government to mitigate
_--------- H A V E --------the great work done. In Syracuse we the land to dig down into its pockets
in and asked for their share. What is the terms of the German, armistice,
CHA8. H. FOGG, Pres. A Mgr.
are quite sure that the public general and increase the minister’s salary. Do
a man going to do about it?”
reply to a message published in.
IT
H
A
P
P
E
N
S
T
O
E
V
E
R
Y
O
N
E
ly has not realized what the Red it now!
This
man
is
not
alone
in
his
the
press from German women to
“ Sometimes I think a man who
Subscription in U. S. $1.50 per year Cross women have done in their cen
--------- SAVE - ----troubles;
there
are
so
many
more
ol
Mme.
Jules Sigfried, president of the
keeps a store these days has a mighty us at this
in advance as required by law; in tral quarters and zones in the produc
OUR A L L IE S
time
who
are
in
the
same*
council,
the council unanimously adop
hard row to hoe to keep enough mon
Canada $2.00 in advance.
tion of surgical, hospital and refugee j The Allies now owe the Unite
quandary that it's really a serious U’d this resolution:
e-y
in
the
till
to
pay
his
honest
debts;
Single copies five cents
necessaries, and the publication of sta- [States nearly eight billion dollars for
question. We* love to give*; we have
“ No. We will not intercede with
no one
knows except himsedf how
tistical
reports has been unfortunately j a(lvam.es nuuU, (lurillf? the war. There
got the habit of giving, and it. emits us our government to mitigate the con
Advertising rates based upon guaran
forbidden. The American Red Bros |is a Christmas-tree notion of after the- many demands there are on his spar** for naturally the Americans art* a free ditions of the* armistice, which are on
teed circulation.
'has given now the grand totals foi the* j war settlement which picture's Uncle* cash, from one person and anotheu’,’' handed race if the truth be told. We ly too justified by the manner iu
said tin* corner grocery man, who is
i
spe*nel as generously as we* can, al which Germany has waged war.
Entered at the Post Office at Houlton 17 months America was in the war: i Sam in the role* of Santa (Tails plucksometimes
a fund of information and
Surgical dressings
25:1,196,000 { ing each A lly ’s debt from the* tree and
ways. But this matte*r of contribut
for circulation at second-class
“ In the course of these tragic years
Knitted articles
14.0S9.000 j handing it back with a benevolent joy to people if they can get him to ing to so many things is a hard one to
postal rates.
German
women, believeing victory was
talk. “ This week I have been simply
Refugee garments
l,164,ooo smile* and a pat on the he*ad.
handle to satisfy all and to kc*i*p our certain, remained silent at the crimes
besieged with be-ggars. if you can call
22.25a.non
self respect and also keep our ledge- of their government. their army and
TRYING TO “ WORK” MR. WILSON Hospital garments
j This notiem appe-als to some simple them snedi; the*y all have a good story
The
women’s
neecHework
army
was
balanced on the right, side*. As the* their navy. At the congress at The
The invitation to the President to
and semtimental minds.
But we* can to tell and a good cause to represent
visit Germany while he is in Europe organized into ,’>,870 chapters with >1. hardly (ill in the* other side of the hut take them all together if I gave* days are going on there are more and Hague, to which we* refused to go, the
is quite easily understood
Germany 000 branches and auxiliaries and an sketch that is, we> can hardly picture what they asked l should ho strappe*d more* organizations starting up in ad president of the National Council of
hus always sized Mr. Wilson as a pe enlistment of 8,000,000 workers. The .1. Bull, for example, in the* role of or and owing some1 lie-sides. There- have dition to those already doing work, German Women was invited to protest
culiarly soft-headed sentimentalist, fabric used was in excess of 100,000.- phan child, his meager cheeks pro come* to me1 every sort of solicitor who for the* purpose* of bermfiting some against the violation of Belgium and
despite repeated rebuffs, and he has 000 yards, the yarn van into millions of perly bc'dt'wed with grateful tears as is on the job this ye*ar, ! guess, and class of dependents, or restoring some* against the torpedoing of the Lusita
damage*, or otherwise* doing good in nia. She wrote in reply:
been Germany's one best bet ever since pounds, and buttons purchased were
20,000,000, the* thread 250,000,000 yards. his waste'd hands re'ceive* the* henefac- I have* tried to do for every one1 what the* world. Where* is the line* to be*
there began to be talk of armistices
“ We ar“ at one with out people.
1 have bought
bonds, of
tion.
There is a historie’al tradition 1 could.
dra wn ?
and peace. Hence all the appeals have There are no American soldiers in
The men who took the* responsibility
course1
,
for
e*very
issue*,
that
is
to
b
e*
that
patting
J.
Bull
on
thehead
is
a
That must be answ(‘re*d by one's for Germany's decisions are as dear
t>een made to and through Mr. Wilson France who have not felt to some1 de
dubious undertaking.
As for France1 expee'te*el. And I signed up l'or W ar
own conscience, but thc*re are* some* to us as those who are shedding their
until Mr. Lansing was forced to gree the comfort to which loving hands
we do not want to try to picture* her• Stamps, a certain number a month
things which are intended as a help blood for us on the battlefield.’
point out the gross impropriety of it. at home ministered, and the' French,
in that rob*. Giving alms to France and they are* called for every Saturday
Belgians,
Serbians.
Pole's
and
Italians
for all of us. to make* it sure* that
No doubt the German hope is that if
“ To our indignant prote*st against
might enlarge our sense of virtuous by the friend who askeei for the* sub
contributions do reach their proper the deportation of women and young
Mr. Wilson can only be duped into have also reason for gratitude'.
And then there an* the*
sedf-oomplacency. hut it will not
do scription.
- - ...... SAVE --------dost illation.
Few people realize that girls and when we showed that history
visiting Germany he can be worked
things,
without
number,
1
France* does not
want
gifts.
And other
H IT A N D S C O R E !
there* is a law in this State that no one might possibly bring a reversal of for
upon to demand more pity for the re- [
j There arc' more than two million merely eanceling France's debt to us don't count the Red Cross and the
solicit money for any cause* except tune. there was r.o r yoonse,
pen tan t--or at least defeated Hun.
American soldiers in Europe1.
1he* ; would change* her after-tin* war posi local relief which we expend to give to.
they icceive a license, given by the
Mr. Wilson would better take no
But the- ineiWar Department figures that to equip i tion relatively so little that
aside* ami are* glad to he>]p,
Slate Hoard of Charitie-. All tin* var
chances. Germany doesn't really love
and maintain an American soldier in j from staging a show which some of us eleui t a Is, that is what counts. Every
AFTER EIGHT YEARS
ious funds and boxes and gift of relief
him; she most cordially hates him.
Europe* costs four hundred and twenty- ..might find edifying it would not be now and then it's a ticket for some
associations must lie properly vouched Houlton Testim o n y Rem ains U nshaken
But she is not above working him if
three dollars and twenty-seven cents,j worth while*. That debt is so small a local affair: and contributions for a
for from a (■• iiti.J bur -an befe-re thshe can.
Time is the best test of truth. Here
a year. The bulk of them wen* sent , part of her total war deb; that strik supper or a fund, and eionation for the
HAVE — — State board permits license* and with- ls a
Houlton story that has stood tfce
over at the* rate1 of two hundred and ing if off the- balance* sher-t would Old Ladies Home1, and for the Young
NO VISIT TO GERMANY
o ” t that license* sedieitors are liable to test of time*.
It is a story with a
fifty thousand a month by impressing Lave all her problems of reconstruc Woman's Home*, and for the hospitals,
the jaw.
Many thousands of dollars point which will come
It is not at all likely that we shall the world’s shipping and so distribut tion just about as before*.
and Salvation Army, and Thanksgiv
straight home
have been saved the State the
hear any more about the proposal that ing it that transportation of American
lul to many of n-\
ing (linne t's for poor children, and the
the President of the United States soldiers had first call. Getting them j There is a big, opt*n joint-account entertainment at the1 church, and for mw years by thi law, and many orMrs. Walter Hartford. 116 Riversid**
should give part of the time spent by back will present no such tremendous Tied ween the Unite*d States and its A l  the new pipe organ at a church down gaui/atiem have* eeen headed off that
St., says: 'I was compelled to go te
lies.
Eve-ry
item
in
the*
account
prehim in Europe to a tour of the cities exigency. It will take man) months
the1 street, and for the* fireman’: hall would liav. earned a a ay money from bed on o. count of the terrible achmg
jsc'nts, in various ways, a special case.
o f Germany.
and the* police hall, and for the sol- “
after war definitely ends.
claying i n sYmpathi. s of th>* p>-o- through my back, in fact all through
, Franev’s is a ve*ry spe'cial case*. In the
It will remain on record, however,
diers' Thanksgiving, and
for t heir
That is only the most obvious item.
my body. I had no ambition and a
as another example of Teutonic im We shall be* paying war costs in great .war that free*d the world from (lie Christinas dinner, and for the <'U'1 pie. in the ra:m e f children, or soldepressing feeling clung to me night
Prussian
memace1
France-,
among
the
becility that the proposal should even sums for at least a year after the* war
Strange its
tonmenf books and music, and foiV the diers, or o her sufferers.
and day. I tried different medicines,
have been thought of, for nothing ij, over. Under the most fortunate* most effective* belligerents. bore1 the hundred and one* othe*r things
i‘
may
*i. tln-r'* ;;p' in<orupu!ous but wasn't able to get relief. Final
you
heavii'st
burden
in
proportion
to
her
could be more fatal to Boche appeals possible circumstances there will be
know how they conn1. It seeuns as it folks who t:y to hene’ii from ; he* ly, I was advised to try Doan's Kid
for clemency than to give any Ameri more Liberty Bonds, issued on a scab1 resources, and e'<>ntribut<*d most to now a days when a person comes
ne*y Bills and 1 did and they gave me*
can statesman who was not a blinded that no governmeni e n.-uioivd p’ li' - (he result. Her debt is much heavier through the door 1 begin to wonder sympathy of people, by these methods,
quick relief.”
proportionately
to
resources
than
and they an* likely to -pring tip in
and stubborn pacifist the chance to ticable live* years ago.
what they want me* to sell to them!
For a long
(Statement given June 24, 1908.1
make a comparison based on his own time tlu* War Saying and Thrift England's or America's, her industrie's It's getting something tierce, am( the greater numbers, now that the* people
LASTING RESULTS
observation between the results of Stamps will be after your spare- change* a n 1 more* severely dislocated, he*r re worst of it is, or the best of it. every a r< ‘ viug in b i g g e r sums than e*. e r
On
Noveunber
15. 1916. Mrs. Hart
construction problem harden’.
Hun frightfulness in northern Franc e as briskly as ever.
single thing is a good thing, in itself,
fore.
It i s not always w i s e t o give ford saiei: “ Since* giving my former
and the immunity of the Fatherland
The end of the war will bring peace1 Put nobody knows now just what and one- don't feel like saying no to a to everything which comes along; endorsement in praise* of Doan's Kid
from devastation
after war
state*
will be single* one* of the demands. Rut there
demands for capital such as the most France's
ney Fills, ! have tv.wey had a symp
Some of the noblest churc hes of the hopeful financier would have- regarded Fraime herself does not know.
No must he soim* stop somewhere, and I winn strain, rs call on clubs or on
thirteenth and fourteenth centuries as out of a fairy tab* a few years ago. body ean say what nmasures will bo confess I am lost to know where to women for contributions for these* tom of kidney trouble*. What I said
at that time i repeat today. I will
were destroyed by the Germans never The speed with which reconstruction most ed'fe-etlial in e-xtendiug such a s make. The latest is
to the big fair things, ask for the*ir license, it can do continue to recommend Doan's just
to be restored. The buildings of Kais- is carried out will depend directly up sistance as she may need.
All anv- they are* getting tip: and the notion no barm, and may do a lot of good.
as stron *1V m when 1 first endorsed
erism. the smug, state planned cities; on the supply of capital.
them."
the vulgar villas on the other side of
There is a celebrated baseball case
the Rhine, remain intact- a silent where a batter made the hit that won
Brice <>('•-. at all dealers. Don't sim
confession that Germans were afraid the* game- - only instead ot cinching it
ply ask for kidney remedy fc*t Doan's
Kidney
Bills th- same that Mrs.
to defend their own soil.
by running lo first base1 he stuck hi.-,
Why should even a whining Social hands in his pockets and startl'd lieHartford had.
Foster-Milburn Co.,
Mfgrs.. Buffalo. N. Y.
ist officeholder think that the heart of surelv to the1 clubhouse, and so was
anybody could be softened by the sight put out, and the* game- was lost.
of German walls still standing, though
Anybody who lets go of a war thrift
they were saved by means of the* igno habit because Germany throws up her
minious surrender of cowards who hands is repeating that ivory-headed
u s e
,8 V ,
were too cautious to fight on and take' play. He hits the ball, but does not
their punishment?
score a run.
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i
DO IT NOW
i robably America will be feeding
Ministers of the1 Gospel have never
1’etrograd and Moscow this winter.
gone* on strike* tor higher pa>
anal
Probably, beyond assisting as far as
.■ever
will,
but
'without exception,
possible to keep people from starving
there is no class niece deserving ot
t. death there is little1 the Allies can
: better salaries.
The acceptable calm
do to help Russia this winter.
cational qualification tor a miniate} U
Finally, and essentially, Russia must
bis possession < 1 academic and the o
get out of the frightful mess herself.
logical degrees.
As theological stu
Thor*1 is no otlvr way that recognizes,
(belts do not generally come from the
h-r right to self-government, for if
i I'jfh or well-to-do. many ministers be
she o n disco-, er no capacity for veif'gin their professional careers under
gove; .remt -h ■ ha no right to it. it
til 1 handicap of debt in seeming an
is g eat nc»n.s,-:i.;e te -ay that the Al
eda.a lie n, and it may take year-,
to
lies let Russia into ; ’ -is mess by inwipe out their obligations.
difference to the* Ke; vM.-ky regime* or
The* pastor of a church must le* a
by lack of sympathy with Lmiiue and
social and spiritual 1< ad<*r. an organ
came
about
Trotzky.
The nv
and executive, nod many times
of expe-ie-m e
through Russia's la<
the manager of the financial affairs of
and inaptitude' for ; ;Jiti -a! a t ion.
>,«
i ']
For all this he receive^
Nothing else account for the duration
;>P fh - a 1 :mn
b:r h*ss than a day
of the tragically bull .■roils BoUhevik
!nbo,
The
are- ;>w iu ten of t he
regime. Given the* conditions of last
largest denominations is
less
than
winter, probably nothing but their own
,<■y m a rear, in the smaller denomina
harrowing experience could have' <le '■
inonstrated to the Rusman people that j tions and those* whose eonr<itu:in- \ bthe Bolshevik program was quite* im lartely rural the* a* crape is far b*ss.
Yet he is expeoieb to keep i;;> with the
possible.
|
best standard of Ibiim in t' e e m
There is a good deal of American ,
*>!•>»*•■? - to b 1 we’ l read
veil a', tired
writing about Russia whic h impli s [
-mi ><p to-date, and somehow to worthat the experiment was not at all
Iry a long without
impossible; that a rigidly exclusive
Under al! tie
class government, operated with vin
markable he ip,
dictive recklesness by the* least call
un-id in wheT
able \class in the nation, in de fiance of
man.-e. always
all experience, might have succeeded
worked, has no
beautifully if only the* Allies whose*
In these davs
own conceptions of government are j
entirely different—had come to its
support with proper vigor; though
No other remedy will so
how the Allies could have much sup
sorely
and quickly correct \
ported any government in far-off Rus
stomach
ailments, regulate !;
sin when they were having their hands
full to keep Germany from overrun
the liver and Improve the
ning France, is not made clear.
general health as a dose o f
There are elements in Russia cap
able of organizing and operating an
orderly, responsible government; or
else Russia must be governed from
without as a sort of dependency of the
joint Powers. No one is ready to ac
oept the latter alternative.
So. es
sentially, Russia must find her own
Linut Sate of Any Medicin* in the World.
way out of the mess.
Sold evorywhoro. In Boxes, 10c., 25c.

Beecbams
Pills

Pure Blood

An impure condition of the* blood cannot be overcome unless He* b.>w.ds are
made to move freely, onco a day, at least, j' o build up the system, s>. p
nent benefit will result, it is necessary t<> improve ti.e digestion.
We strongly recommend the true* “ L. I V Atwood Medicine, for
its ingredients act upon the stomach, liver and uowols. It tones
those organs to new activity so that they perform their functions
naturally, and throw off all impure and unclean matter. Take a
teaspoonful morning and night,— your skin will clear, appetite
return, strength and spirits revive; — you'll be glad you bought
this genuine UL. F.” remedy, price 50 cents, made by the L. F.
Medicine Co., Portland, Maine,

Gray H air

srw*

iK e s m o o th r ie h fl
cu p o f

jR & fef*

a for rc*-
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IN S T A N T
P O ST U M

WOMAN’S STATEMENT
WILL HELP HOULTON
T hated
I ate gave

cooing because whatever
me* <our stomach and a
bloated finding,
1 drank hot water
and (dive oil 'ey the gallon.
Nothing
he I -d until i trie-el simple* buckthorn
bark, glycerine*, etc. as mixed in Adler-i-ka.” Because it Hushes the EN
TIR E box* el trai t ccunpl-dely Adler-ika relieves ANY CASE sour stomach,

is one of uts besf advertisements

Much like coffee iu appearance
and aroma, Postum is absolutely
free from the drug
.
And besides this merit,its con
venience, economy and practical
usefulness make it

caffeine

■gas or ee>n<iipation and prevents ap-

G Syif

9
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FAVO RA BLE

T IM E
to
place your order, mvinr
to (ho scarcity of labor, it is
] <1 -ssary to keep it employ
i a during the dull season and
by placing your order now if
will enable us to have- your
work ready to set in the
sju-iug or early summer, ami
also make a saving iu tieprice.
which
will
advance
a Her ,Ja ima ry I ~t. a i t h e
quarries.

McAdoo, Director-General
R ailro ad s
Bangor & Aroostook R. R.
T IM E

of

TABLE

6.25 a. m . — K o r C a r i b o u , F ort F a ir fi eld .
9.14 a. m , — K u r l l a n s r o r
11.15 a. m . — K o r A s b a n U , Ht. F r a n c i s . F t .
I v c i d . W a s h b u r n . P r e s q u e Is le , V a n
H u r o n , v i a s' m ia P a n a n d M a p l e t o n .

12.50 P. m.— Fm- Ft . E a i r f n d d , L i m e s t o n e ,
\",i r.. Bur.■n
4
P- rn,—-Fur I lumen-.. HuftVt Hlecp11
Far Boult.,n to B o s t o n .
7.5 ; P* m. -- i■'nr Ft { ' a i r f i e l d . V a n B u n n .
Due H o u l t o n
9.09 3 m.— Fr. ..n V a n H u o - n , F t . F a i r .1.1
‘H
I
12.33 P- m.—-F p ni
Bun gor. . eJrecti ville
t::tjIf'cl SJ.:*.*ping C a r B o s t o n t o H o u l 1
4.31 P* rn.-—!•Yum \
Buivn Limestone,
. *arihou, 1Ft. Fa
-■Id.
5.30 p. m.— I•'rum :
Fi-unciis. Ft Kent,
Van Ilure n. Wn
Presque Isie.
v ila. xlfua 1’a n.
7.48 P- ra. — I•'rum IMaturw
T i m e 1aJde.-i g i v i n g c o m p l e t e inform*tim
m a y be o b t a i n e d a t t i c k e t o ff ic e s .
(I F . >. M n o r c i U T i >N’ . ( b i d P a s s ’ r A g l .
1l a n g u r . M a i n e
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>. R. R. ADMINISTRATION

T rains Daily except Sunday
From Houlton

t$

MOST

INSTANT action is
French & Son. drug

November 11, 1918

With a Beautiful Memorial made of the celebrated
-------------------------- BARRE

O. F.

w.

mark Hour CenKicry Cot
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Tin*

u.

the
ideal
a 11-mealdrink for all the family,
Jneres a Reason
6

pendieifis
surprising.
gists.

H A VE A CA R LO A D
OF T H E B E S T G R A D E

of Monuments bought for
.-pring delivery and would be
phased lo show designs to
those intere-ued. and if you
wi-di to see the work to aid
you in making your selec

NEW DENTAL PARLORS
Corner Pleasant Street and
High land Ave.

OR. L. P. HUGHES
Ransford W. Shaw

Seth S. Thornton

SHAW & THORNTON

tions. we will erect it in our
■-how room for your uppr<>-

ATTO RN EYS
Prompt attention to all business

•.al in fore it is letter- d.

Main©

H o u lt o n ,

Biohate matters have Special
Attention

C. E. WILLIAMS, M. D.
O F F IC E

AT

R E S ID E N C E

129 Main St.
Tel.

*4
A"

Houlton, Me.

239-3

T E E T H F I L L E D W IT H O U T P A IN
BY T H E
NEW
A N A L G E S IA
M ETHO D, A B S O L U T E L Y S A F E .

DR. F. 0 . 0RCUTT
D E N T IS T
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away daily, but during the past year best manhood some colonization plan
The possibility of abandoned farm s
Wow I
he was unable to get any help at all. must be started at once, or conditions Increasing in price as a result of govNow that Doc Davis has begun his
Cttnariflt *?" *
Maine, he said, was turning more Mote small farms are offered for sale similar to those following the close of ernmental efforts to secur them, was revelations, the Kaiser may realize
T P- WUMm m . Pastor.
towards the growing of grains, esin Maine right now than at any other the Civil war would result.
He sug discussed, and the general opinion ex- how sharper than an ulcerated tooth
■etTioe 10.38 A. M.
pecially during the past two years,
time, because in the majority of cases gested that the bankers get together pressed was that just this thing would it i8 to have a thankless dentist. We
School following A. M. ter- and he saw no reason why, if this is
.continued and increased as it should the owners could step out and earn and formulte a plan whereby the sol- happen. In this connection President should have liked to have held the
more money than they could get from dier farmer would be assured of at Aley told of efforts made by him to Doc’s job and, when it appeared neg ^ l Service 7.3® p. M.
he why Maine should not be exporting
their work at home. Some of these ! least a fair chance for success in his get a list of farms for sale and prices cessary to draw the kaiserliche molar,
Prayer Meeting Tuesday instead of importing wheat products
^ y gQ
in the near future. Three hundred farms were run out and ought to re-1undertaking through financial assist- on the same. He said that in a re- warble as we closed down on the
thousand bushels of wheat were raised main closed, but others were good |ance rendered him at a time when it gion where there were no telephones forceps, “ The yanks are coming, the
j was needed the most.
or telegraphs, it was surprising how yanks are coming!”
in Aroostook county during the past propositions if properly worked.
A
G
R
I
C
U
L
T
U
R
E
FOR
S
OL
D
I
E
R
S
j
it
was
suggested
that
as
most
of
the
fluickly his mission became known,
m— mmmmmmm
First Baptist
year and this could be greatly increas
Taking
up
the
question
of
work
for
land
in
Maine
is
privately
owned,
the
an(l
that
the
further
he
went
the
St
ed. This increased wheat production
returned soldiers, Prof. Campbell said government might experience some higher prices became.
9tv . Henry C. Speed, pastorwas brought about on account of an
he
didn’t know how they were going difficulty in securing the necessary
Hfj® morning worship with sermon. appeal to the patriotism of the fann
Farm lands in Maine have nearly
i i i t Bible School with classes for ers of the state, but there is no good to he handled under the government’s ■acreage, but J. F. Sprague declared doubled in value in recent years, an
men and women.
reason why grains should not be colonization plan. For the state of (hat if the land was wanted by a com other speaker said, and abandoned
* P. M. Junior Christian Endeavor. grown in greater quantities as a pure Maine, the government proposed to pany of business men they would have farms would naturally become valu
Isecure 5,000 acres of land in each of little difficulty in getting hold of it.
Given Up to Die by Her Friends, a
1.®0 gospel song service and sermon. ly commercial proposition.
Maine s
able in the eyes of their owners should
Young Lady Recovers Her
the
counties
of
Aroostook.
Washing
He
said
an
agent
acting
for
the
state
K it Aftermeeting.
grain crop last year was worth $7,000,Health and Increases
efforts
to
purchase
them
be
made
•ggeedny evening at 7.30 mid-week 000. What will it be next year? How ton. Piscataquis and Somerset, hut could do the same.
Weight— 45 Pounds.
Some
farms
were
abandoned
because
these
allotments
would
he
too
small
prayer service.
much above the figure quoted?
MU ST K EEP SOLDIERS AT HOME
A
Powerful
Nation Needs Strong
when they were divided up into farms
Sholr rehearsal each Tuosday even
farming had become unpopular, the
Prof. Campbell told of buying five
Healthy Women.
Henry
Lord
said
that
Maine
must
ing at the close of the regular prayer carloads of grain two years ago at in his opinion. He thought the sol
cifit s and industrial centers attracting
A nation is no
diers going into agricultural work un organize or lose her young men. Not
m in tin g.
stronger
than its
$33.25 a ton. and that a short time
the
\
oung
people
by
the
big
wages
Friday at 7.30 choir rehearsal at later thisvsame grain brought $45 a der government patronage, ought to only was it necessary to provide farmwomen. Hence, it
be allowed to work their lands on the
lands tor those preferring this life, ottered in addition to other induce
is the duty of ev
ehnrch.
ton, the price finally reaching $66 a
ery woman wheth
community plan, as this would afford
steps must be taken to find em- ments, but others were given up be
ton.
er young, middle
them better advantages in marketing Payment for others to whom the farm cause of unproductiveness The good
First Presbyterian
Fourteer years ago it cost only IS
age, or in advanced
idea
d
o
e
s
not
appeal.
A
line
o
f
credit
their
crops
and
in
buying
supplies.
Bor- High and Military Sts.
life to preserve her
farms might be bought for soldiers,
cents a day to feed a good dairy cow.
woul d i n du c e me n to take up farms.
Her. A- M. Thompson, pastor.
health. If you ure
Today it costs from three to four Buyers coming after farm products
but the community plan was prefer
sick and suffering
prefer to make their purchases of one
it was suggested that the wav vet
Horning service at 10.30.
times as much.
don’t wait until to
able
and this was possible only when
erans
be
given
instruction
in
agriculman.
rather
than
to
spend
time
in
9. S. at 11.46.
Maine’s livestock industry depends
morrow but seek
large tracts arc purchased and divid
' Junior C. E. Society at 2.30 P. M.
relief at once—- to
upon growing crops right here in the travel through different sections, and tural work before they went into farmStaler C. B. Society at 6.30 P. M.
day. 'I" <>rn o r r o w
state, which can he done, as the yield the ability of the farmer or comhina- ing, to determine whether or not they ed amongst the men according to th
: our illness may tak-1 - chronic
■veiling service last Sabbath of each
of grain per acre here is greater than tion under the community plan, to <le- wanted to take up farming as a busi- usual allowance plan for settlers
turn.
t
ness, and President Aley informed flm
live1
r
produce
in
carload
lots
would
nwnth at 7.30.
in the west, the yield of wheat per
adopted hv the government.
There
is a
"einedy
for
almost
Prayer meetings Tuesday evening
evt ; y ill. Thousands have fou~d
arce being double that of the yield in simplify the marketing of the same. <lub that Maine had adopted tin*
He spoke of a tract of land in Smith-Hughes vocational bill, which
a t 7 46
Peruna to be that remedy as did
states west of the Mississippi.
Service at Bancroft Church each
P i s s <'lara Lo hr of 2* X. O d d S t .
Alfalfa can be grown in this state, Washington county containing Ilf),uni) was passed by Congress and which
d Itapids, Michigan. She writes
Get Rid of Thai
Snhbeth at 3 P. M.
but the weather conditions here are acres, which he said was particularly was held up on account of the war.
a
friend:
“ I don’t need Peruna any
not right for harvesting the crop, said adapted for colonization. Large por Under this bill instruction in farm and
Persistent
Cough
more. 1 am till well after taking
Free Baptist
six bottles.
I weighed ninety
Prof. Campbell. Experiments and ob tions of it could he. plowed with trac other vocational work will eventually Stop that weakening, persistent cough
or cold, threatening throat or lung
pounds before I started and was*
Rev. Mr. Jenkins, Pastor.
servations had taught him that clover tors. and would be easy to handle. bt* established in every county in affections, with Eckman’s Alterative,
poor and weakly. I had such
the tonic and upbuilder of 20 years’
Morning service at 10.30 A M.
is a more satisfactory crop to raise for He had gone over this land and had .Maine. In any event the soldier do- successful
a cough and spitting all the time
use. 80c and $1.50 bottles
examined
it
carefully.
siring
to
engage
in
farming,
could
get
Binder school at 13.00 M.
from druggists, or from
feed in this state than alfalfa. Oats
that I never expected to recover.
ECKMAN LABORATORY. Philadelphia
A genoral discussion followed tht' all the aid and instruction needed.
Young People’s meeting 6.00 P M. and clover will fill the needs of the
My friends gave me up. I could eat
conclusion of Prof. Campbell's adEvening service at 7.00 P. M.
nothing. Xow I van eat and weigh
Prof. Simmons thought that tin?
farmer for feeding stock.
1.35 pounds. I most thankfully rec
dross and questions were asked and sodiors were entitled to good lands,
Special music by choir.
ommend Peruna to mv friends.”
P R O F I T IN D A I R Y I N G
answered by tin* professor. Dr. Aley and that plenty of such is available in
Bfeoir practice Monday nights.
Miss I.ohr’s letter is an inspira
and others
AH are cordially invited tc come and
tilt' state, rich land that can be re
tion. a message of hope to suffering
DIAMOND
Maine
and
the
industry
is
now
on
a
hear the Rev. Mr. Jenkins
women. It tells you that you too
The subjec ( of particular int*'rest claimed by drainage.
He said the
J
may be strong and 'veil and vigor
Tuesday night church prayer and better basis than ever before. Dairy appeared to be that of how lYIaino :■tat*' could help redeem these lands
ous.
ing had not been profitable in the past would fare in the matter of retaining by draining them and that this should
praise Service.
Peruna may be had in either
because of the fact of western dairies at home her young men who came be done for the soldier-farmers’ bene
liquid or tablet form. Ask your
underselling
the
Maine
farmer
in
his
l)a(,k
tr()m
battlefields of Europe fit.
I .A D I P t
M«thodl«t Episcopal
dealer. If you value health, do not
Auk tonr ]»r»Kjrl«t for CHI CHES TER S A
own state, some of them actually sell and from the training ('amps. Some
accept a substitute. Dr. Hartman's
Military S t
Ij IAMO
UkA.VI)
in R i o
ing below the cost of production. But thing must be don*1 to induce them to
World Famous Peruna Tonic is
G ni.e
boxes, sealed w ith B l u e \ « /
itov. Thomas Whiteside^ Pastor.
Rile 'll. I.-.sc M(> e riir.i’.. Buy of your V y
what you want. The Peruna Com
this
condition
has
changed,
and
with
remain
in
the
state,
instead
of
permit
D n , f
and 0 *k f»i> V !11-< II KS-T C I H V
Public worship at 10.30 a. m.
pany, Dept. 79, Columbus, Ohio, also
T> i '
I I 1? \ N
T I 1. 1 , s, f ,>r t w r ;it v-fi T>ra
better
grad*1
of
dairy
cattle
on
the
ting our best manhood to scatter
The Sunday School at noon has or
}'* •
: • - i: d< c . -i
;. A lw ays Ki Labi*.
publish Dr. Hartman’s Health Rook.
The book is free. Write for it.
gaalaad classes for men and women. farms the dairy will prove a profitable throughout the country as was the
S O L D BY ALL DRUGGISTS
Junior League meeting and class for Part °f the agricultural industry.
It cast' following the Civil war.
Your dealer will give you a Peruna
EVERYWHERE
Mmanae.
T iU E O
preparatory members at 3.00 p. m.
behooves the farmers of Maine to keep

fW IFQI

8H 0U L0 EXPORT WHEAT

BUILDING Ilf
OUR WOMANHOOD

CHICHESTER S P IU S

S H O U L D H AV E P RO D U C T IV E LAND

Bpworth League meeting at. 6.45 their best cows and work them up inThe proposal to place these return
stead of selling them to buyers for
p m
ing soldiers on farms was considered
foreign
countries
who
are
seeking
to
Praise and Preaching at 7.30.
at length and while the plan was gen
Prof. J. H. Lindsday. organist and purchase dairy cattle in the United
t'rally approved several of the speak
States.
Something new - something you
choir master.
should try in place of hens' eggs next
Prof. Campbell told a story con ers thought that it would prove a
Prayer meeting at 7.30 Tuesday
cooking day. cooks as well or better
failure unless organized elfort was
- and saves hens’ eggs for food, or
cerning
a
fanner
who
had
been
work
evening.
the market. Knocks your egg ex
ing for his dairy cows instead of the made to help the men going into this
penses in cooking all to smithereens.
Satisfaction
guaranteed or money
work
by
providing
them
with
suffi
cows working for him who finally
refunded; that's how good it is.
Church of the Good Shepherd
cient
financial
hat-king
until
they
were
woke up and sold his “ boards,’’ get
Rev. H. Scott Smith. Rector.
Makes Y ou r “ Eggs’* cost
ting a new herd, which was improved able to bring their lands to the r e 
One Cent a Pitece or Less.
Sundays
until the dairy became a paying pro] - quired state of productivoness.
A package by Parcel Post, $1.05.
Holy Communion at 8 A. M. also
osition. the production increasing three
Smaller size, 30 cents. Send today.
These men who have fought anti
after Morning Prayer on the 1st Sun
suffered for those who remained at
fold.
j
day in the month.
Sell your neighbors!
There is also a decided upward step, home are entitled to the bust that can
MornIA* Prayer and sermon 10.30.
he declared, in the growing of hogs in ; be provided for them in tint way of
Act as agent for this remarkable
Evening Prayer and sermon 7-30.
egg substitute for cooking. A
the state, which is a step in the right lands, one speaker said, and instead of
better house to house proposi
Sunday School after morning ser
tion
unknown. EGGNlTbuilds
direction as the hog is always sure to asking (hem to wear out their lives in
a steady trade, meaning regular
vlet.
j In; in good demand.
He contrasted a fruitless effort to restore abandoned
profits to you. Exclusive terri
Holy Days
tory. Write today for particu
, the difference between $3.75 a hundred farms they should be given the best
lars.
No obligations.
Holy Communion at 8.00 A. M.
l weight which he received for hogs 17 ; lands that the government can secure,
! years ago with the $24 a hundred of- lands of unquestioned fertility of soil,
CHAS. M. STEWART, 37 'J Park St.
Bangor, Me.
(416)
t’ered
him
this
year.
J
Lieut.
Harry
M.
Smith
declared
that
URGE FARM COLONI
1G R E A T P O S S I B I L I T I E S IN S H E E P unless Maine wants to he bled of her
ZATION PLAN FOR
j The speaker ventured the opinion |_______ ___ __ ______ . .
_...................
MAINE SOLDIERS that in the sheep industry greater j
At a meeting of the 20th century profits are to be made in Maine from |
chib in Bangor last week, a most in what he called the farmer’s flock, j
rather than from the larger flocks, as |
teresting address was given.
the
dog 'Hid hear menace is not so >
President Aley presided and intro
great
to the smaller flock. He believed !
duced Prof. Percy A. Campbell as the
speaker of the evening and the latter’s that the sheep industry can he made •
A Guaranteed Potash Fertilizer
|
address on The Present State and Fu- of tremendous value to the state.
Comparing the value of draft horses j
When you buy Etsex Potash Fertilizers you get the best value for
tnre Possibilities of Agriculture in
with
the farm tractor, the speaker j
your money. Guaranteed to contain 4% W A TER - S O L U B L E
Maine was heard with pleasure by all.
Potash, the only kind for potato growers.
Potash which is
stated that there are many farms i
AGRICULTURAL P O S S I B I L I T I E S
WrJtTER"SOLU T$LE is absolutely necessary on many Aroos
where the tractors can he used to i
took farms to make a large potato crop certain.
Prof. Campbell said that he had greater advantage. They do several
otten wondered if any progress or times as much work as a team of
With potatoes selling at 33.00 to J3.50 per barrel Essex Potash
forward movement had been made in horses and they require no feed when
Fertilizers bring back the additional money invested many times
agriculture in Maine, and had de they are idle. Their use also relieves
over. Do not experiment. Buy the Essex brands. They are made
cided after careful consideration and more feed for more profitable animals
BLOOD, BONE, MEAT and High Grade Chemicals.
investigation that the state had made to consume.
1
ORDER EARLY
gradual and continual progress along
Prof. Campbell declared that the
G eneral Salesm an, J. C. MOIR, L julton. Me.
agricultural lines.
incomes of farmers had lessened dur
The state was considered more as ing the last two years notwithstand
E SSE X FERTILIZER CO.. Boston. Mass.
a manufacturing than as a farming ing the big increase in the price of j
Branch Consolidated Rendering Co.
state, but the value of the farm por- farm products, which is due in part to !
tton was equal to that of the manu the high cost of labor. Four years ago j
facturing portion, while the fishing in men could be found who were willing :
dustry also flurished and the sum to do farm work for their board, hut :
mer resort business was an important he did not value this class of help par
one in some sections. Some think of ticularly. He had hired men at $25
Maine as having a lot of wild land a month, turning numerous applicants
with its agriculture small. It is small
In a way when compared with that
of the west. Of the 6,000,000 acres of
term land in the state only one-third
Is cultivated land; 40 acres of tillage
land is the average size of Maine
farms which the speaker designated
as one man size farms.

HE MODERN WAY
tQ COOK

Don’ t Clntter
up your attic or storeroom with
------- discarded Furniture--------

Turn It Into Cash

L

LESS HAY AND MORE OAT ACRE
AGE
Taking up the question of crops
Prof. Campbell said that potatoes and
hay were naturally considered as the
state’s chief crops, and he declared
tint the acreage In hay was too large.
T ie crop was not too large, but the
yield per acre is too small. He gave
his experience in the raising of hay
and declared that the use of top dress
ing on hay land was a paying propo
sition especially where barn dressing
Is used, although commercial fertiliz
ers are also of great value in this
connection.
He believed that in a
large area of Maine a good yield of
hay could be Induced by proper feed
ing of the land.
Regarding the oat crop he said that
not near the acreage is devoted to
this crop that there should be, and
that the Maine farmer is spending big
money for concentrated feeds import
ed from the west which could just as
well be raised here at home.
Oat
acreage could be greatly increased in
this state without cutting down other
enspi, thus saving on concentrates j
and benefiting the Maine farmer.
j

Galvin will call and .make yon 3
cash offer for any kind o f s e c o n d
hand F u r n i t u r e or S t o v e s
Telephone

! I
I ♦

Houlton Furniture Exchange
C. E. Calvin, Prop’r
Bangor Street

T

Houlton, Maine
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U

P
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Y o u r F u r n a c e f o r a. T i m e
---------- Fuel is Scarce— You Must Conserve i t -----------The Round Oak SquareBase
Heater will help you
solve the problem— Many people are
discarding
their furnaces and are installing the

Round Oak Heater
.Justly tailed tin' patriot's stove because it conserves
ALL fuels
Its seamless one-piece ash pit with door ground on
guarantees absolute control of the fire for a generation
using all fuels. Its double fire pot with patented
cone center grate absolutely prevents the formation
of clinkers. You can use the cheapest fuel.
Its extra heavy, cold rolled boiler iron body stands up
for a life time of service.
Its door frames riveted on
absolute control.

(not bolted)

guarantee

It burns hard coal, soft coal, wcod, coke, and slack,
and positively produces better results with less fuel
than any other. Don’t take our word for it. Examine
the Round Oak and find the answer right on the
heater itself.

Call and let us show you how to do your duty to
-------------------------

your

pocket

book

-------------------------

H&milton-Grant Co.
Main Street

Houlton, Maine

pjlo *
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ro u R

COMMUNITY CHRISTIMR. JOHNSON U. S.
MAS ASSOCIATION
IMMIGRANT OFFICER
TO® C. C. A. met at the High school |
IS TRANSFERRED

CLASSIFIED ADS

HOULTON TRUST COMPANY
Annual Meeting

The annual meeting of the share
holders of the Houlton Trusjt Com
pany will be held at the Banking
Rooms of said Company, Tuesday
the 7th day of January. 1919, at 10
o’clock in the forennon, for the elec
tion of Trustees and Executive Board
from said Trustees and such business
as may legally be done.
Houlton, Me., Dec. 11, 1918.
WILFORD FULLERTON.
Treasurer.

Soft Wood

For

Phone 212-2.

Sale.

A.

G.

CLASSIFIED ADS

CLASSIFIED ADS

Cottle, Furnished Rooms to Let at 51 Court

50tf

49tf New Modern House For Sale on
Weeks Ave„ six rooms with hath.
For particulars inquire of C. B.
Wanted: A Driving Horse weighing
Esters, Main Street.
between 1100 and 1200 lbs. Call up
Tel. 208R.
To Let— A Rent of 4 Rooms up-stairs
_____________
on Lincoln St., also large size coal
For Sale 1 road and 1 speed sleigh both
heater for sale.
For particulars
second-hand. Prices reasonable. J.
see N. C. Estabrooke.
4gtf
H. Kidder, Registry of Deeds.
449
- - __________ ___________________
Lost one day last week a bunch of For Sale —75 acres of the Steve Os
borne farm on the west side of the
keys, containing a Fox Bros, num
Houlton—Presque Isle road In Lit
bered tag. Reward for return to
tleton. James Archibald, Admr.
TIMES Office.
St.

Board and Rooms May be Obtained at
building, Wednesday, Dec. 4, lor rej 0j,n Johnson who has been loca
37 North street. Tel. 468-11.
lf»0p
ports of officers and committees, and ted in Houlton for the past 10 years as
“ I „
------- r .................... the annual election of officers.
Immigrant Inspector has been trans
A Second-hand Pung, in good condi* The reports showed that families ferred to the Ellis Island Station in
tion, for sale cheap. Dr. H. L. Putreceived Christmas dinners, toys and New York and will leave for his new
nam3,)0
clothing and with the fund left over station as soon as his sudnessor ar
\s
,
from the Christmas giving were help rives.
You Need Heat. If you can use soft
ed with food, groceries, wood, rent
Mr. Johnson has been a most effi
coal, inquire of H. L. Chadwick.
and clothing during the hard cold win cient and courteous official and both
Phone 443.
ter. Several children were clothed he and his family have made many
and put intp school who could not at j friends who will regret to hve them
Enlist in this w ar against waste with
GOOD N E W S
tend school because of lack of cloth leave Houlton.
a Round Oak Range or Heater from
Many of the nervous, pale and debil
ing, and some were supplied with
------- SAVE
Hamilton & Grant.
Storage to Let For Five or Six Auto For Sale— The Augusta E. Chadwick
articles of clothing so they could at
homestead, on corner Park and Fair
itated are being helped to recover
mobiles, safe and dry place. For
tend Sunday School.
BARTHOLOMEW A. DONOVAN health and strength. This is good Houlton Flour and Feed Mills (The particulars apply to M. L. Stanfial. streets, including house, barn, and
The aim of the committee has been
old Merritt mills.
Telephone 47b
fine com er lot. about one acre in
Washburn St.
347pd
The death of B. A. Donovan a life
\Y. E. Carr, Prop.
to assist chiefly those who are not long resident of Houlton. occurred at news.
all. Jas. Archibald, Executor.
helped
by the town, those who
They ar»> taking Peptiron, which
For Rent:
W a rm Convenient house
through sickness or some misfortune his home, Wednesday, Dec. 4th after combines iron in the most, agreeable, Hand Painted Christmas Cards in a
of eight rooms and bath, furnace A fter Dec. 1st I shall be prepared to
an
illness
of
short
duration.
variety of sizes and colors at Miss
do dressmaking and sewing of all
need to be helped over a hard place,
heat, electric lights, and stable.
Although Mr. Donovan’s health for
Millers, Mansur Block.
kinds, moms in Hamilton-Burnham
for a time, and many of these would the past year was not of the best still effective and up-to-date form, over
Good garden lot. Apply 32 Green
Block, over Pioneer Office. LUCY
suffer untold misery rather than be his family did not realize that there coming all the objectionable features
St.
Phone
206-4.
49tf
NADEAU.
348
helped by the town. The committee was any thing of a serious nature, and of older and other preparations of iron. Ground Bone is what the hens like
this season of the year, (’all Star- W ith Any kind of fuel you are Safe
have also tried to do this work in a his death after only a few days illness It comes in chocolate-coated pills
keys market. 7:5 and order some.
quiet, inoffensive way.
with a Round Oak Range or Heater Horse For Sale— weighs about 1100
as a shock.
does not injure the teeth, does not
sound and kind. Will make a good
The work will be carried on this came
from Hamilton & GrantqCo.
Mr. Donovan’s age was 66 years and leave an inky or metallic flavor in the Many Bargains are still waiting for
all around horse for somebody. Ap
year as it has so successfully the two has
S
tarkey’s
Meat
Slicer
just
puts
the
purchasers
at
L.
L.
McLeod’s
store
always lived in Houlton where he
Ply to L. H. Porter. Phone 207-12.
years past, the funds collected by the
finishing touch on smoked beef,
mouth, and does not cause constipa
Mi Main street.
Everything must
248
house-to-house envelope canvass, and had a host of friends, for many years tion.
bacon
etc.
be sold.
J
donations from churches, clubs, ord he was employed by John Watson &
Pin
Boys
Wanted
to
Work
in
the
BowCo. but during the past two years he
Peptiron
is
a
thoroughly
scientic
on Saturday
night between
ers, and the schools.
A Round End Poole Piano, Slightly I Lost
lodrome. good money job for a
Spring street and Market Square,
A committee of forty women will has a'ded as janitor at the Longfellow preparation, the ultimate result of
used,
burled
walnut
case
for
$250,
j
School
where
his
fondness
for
childsteady hoy who will attend to busi
a
leather
hand
bag
with
green
stone
circulate the envelopes and invest! ren made him a prime favorite among careful study and research In one ol
may be seen at Hagerman’s Piano j
ness. Apply at once at the Bowioin snap, containing a purse with
gate the whole town in a systematic
Parlors.
150p
'
the most successful of pharmaceutical
drome.
sum ot money. Reward for return
way, so that no needy person may be them.
Besides his widow he leaves six chemists. It is a real, not a make-be
to TIMES Office.
150p For Rent— Berry House corner Court
over looked. The lists of names will
Maple Spring W a te r is Being Used by
be compared with those of the Salva daughters, Miss Geneva Donovan, Mrs. lieve, iron tonic, especially beneficial
many people at this season of tlm
and Leonard Sts., new furnace, bath
Roland G. Findley, Mrs. Edward For- .
#
,
tion Army so that the work will not tier,
vear. Leave vour orders at the Lost: A Fox Hound, black and tan,
electric
lights, town sewerage,
Mrs. Ernest B. Leighton, all of hi cases °f pale, thin blood, weak unweighs
between
40
and
50
lbs.
ans
be duplicated. Everyone is asked to Houlton; Mrs. Ernest G. Johnson and strung nerves, mental and physical
TIME’S Office.
stable and garden. Possession giv
wers
to
the
name
of
“
Trailer."
Last
send In the list of names early to Mrs.
en immediately. E. L. Cleveland.
seen at Montieello. about Nov. 26.
C. P. Barnes, so that the purchasing Mrs. Edward H. McMennamin of Port- exhaustion makes the young num Desk Room for a Desirable Party in
Reward will be paid if returned to For Rent in a good locality, 7 room
one of the best office buildings on
committee may have time to do its land: two sons, B. A. Donovan, Jr., vigorous and the old less feeble Pep(’ larenee I). Read. Montieello, Me.
the Square. Apply to Hagerman’s
work.
Huge red stockings will be and Fred of Houlton: two sisters, Mrs. tiron is sold by all druggists.
house on Green street with all m o
Telephone S24.
150p
Piano Parlors.
150p
placed in the school rooms for the James Conlogue of Houlton and Mrs.
dern improvements including elec
W.
H.
Lyseth
of
Portland;
two
broth
children to All with toys, etc.
tric lights, bath and good cellar with
ers, James of Elkton, Pa., and T. J.
j If You Burn Coal in Your Cook Stove, '’W e ’ll Stick to the Finish.” Its a livOfficers are as follows:
new
coal furnace. Apply to Andrew
soft coal will he very satisfactory
ing, breathing story of the war in
Chairman, Mrs. Charles P. Barnes Donovan of Houlton. Funeral services
J. Saunders.
were
held
from
St.
Mary’s
Catholic
and
the
least
expensive
fuel.
In
LIFE
_
is
uncertian,
better
take
a
the
trenches
and
behind
the
lines
Secretary, Mrs. Harry Crawford
church and interment was made in
quire of Chadwick.
Policy with the good old re li
as seen and told by Joe Mitchell For Keeping the Cold Out, or fo r us
Treasurer, Thomas Doherty
able Equitable Life Assurance Society,
------ — --------------Chappie. An interesting book for a
ing around out buildings or where
Purchasing Com.: Mrs. A. A. Stew Evergreen cemetery.
T H E O . J. FOX, Agent Subscriptions for any Magazine or
Christmas gift $2.on postpaid at the
----- SAVE
sheathing paper is needed, a limit
art, Mrs. W. W. McDonald, Clare
| Newspaper may be left at the
TIMES Office.
ed amount of heavy sheathing paper
Brown, Mrs. Hannah Edblad, Mrs.
Mrs. Flora Tyrell who is on the
| TIMES Office, where the lowest
in bundles may be had at the TIMES
Margaret Pennington.
j price can be obtained.
Office.
For Sale: My Entire Outfit and Busi
Distributing Com.:
Mrs. Esther staff of nurses at the Presque Isle gen ‘
N O T IC E A N N U A L M E E T I N G
1
- .................. .........
.
___ ___
ness, consisting ot Homo farm of
Friedman, Virginia Donnell, Mrs. G. eral hospital is in town, the guest of
The annual meeting of the stock 1Lost Sunday, Between Court and High
about 130 acres, barn 40x60, 14 room H e re ’s Your Chance to Buy Fv»e
A. Hagerman, Mrs. Walter Hess, Edna her parents, Mr. and Mrs. E. C. Rus holders of the First National Bank,
Sts., a brown suit case, containing
house, work shop. 24x30, mill con- \ horses at a bargain: 1 driving horse,
Gentle.
for the election of Directors and th‘* : girl’s clothing and school books. Ini
sisting of Rotary Gang edger, Plan-! has speed, sound and clever; 1 3Com. on Schools: Mrs. June Dunn. sell.
transaction of such other business as
tials “ H. R. A.” on end of suit case.
er.
lath Machine, shingle and head-! year-old colt, finely bred, broken to
Mrs. L. O. Ludwig, Mrs. A. K. Hussey,
may legally be brought before them, i Finder please return to TIMES Of
harness; 1 pr. 2-year-old Percherou’s
in
Machine,
stave Machine, stave
Mrs. E. E. Milliken, Mrs. F. XV. Mann.
will he held at the Banking Rooms on
fice.
150p
B A N K R U P T ’8 P E T I T I O N FOR
erozer, stave planer, jointer and eve- I 2 prs. heavy team horses. Apply to
Mrs. Harry Mooers.
Tuesdav,
Jan.
14,
1919
at
in
o’clock
D I8 C H A R G E
C. W. Starkey.
‘
ry thing that goes with a first class
Advisory Com.: Mrs. Geo. B. Dunn.
For Sale: An Atlantic Wood Furnace
A. M.
i
equipment,
cut
off
saws
and
trim
Mrs. Prances Powers Mrs. W. H. Don In the matter of
made
by
Portland
Stove
Foundry
R. F. WARD, (’ashler.
Roy K. Ahern
In Bankruptcy
mers. also lumber lot of about 150 . For Sale, a Farm in Robbinston, Me.,
nell, Rev. T. P. Williams.
Co,, in good condition.
Apply to
Houlton, Me. Dec. 2. 1918.
Bankrupt,
j
acres,
will make a dandy farm when j 85 acres of land consisting of clear
Collecting and investigating Com.:
Mrs. XV. F. Buzzell, Court St.
ed pasture land and a small woed
To
the
Hon.
Clarence
Hale,
Judge
of
the
•learned up. farming tools, teams,
Mrs. W. H. Butler, Mrs. S. K. Soule,
C AR D OF T H A N K S
District Court of the United States for
hay and grain. 800 bbls. potatoes in , lot. Buildings consist of a two story
Mrs. R. Mooers, Mrs. C. O. Grant. Mrs.
We wish to extend our thanks for For the Fre Place Nothing is Better
brick building and ell with frame
the District of Maine.
quire of W. H. Harding, Houlton,
than lumps of Nova Scotia coal. It
W. Burtt, Mrs. D. C. Libby, Mrs. W.
the many expressions of sympathy in
shed and stable attached, with ad
ROY
R.
AHERN
o
f
(
'
a
r
i
l
,
o
u
Me.
250p
:
is
cheerful
and
has
the
heat.
In
B. Drysdale, Mrs. Leigh Cleveland,
our recent sad bereavement, the sing
ditional stable about 25 feet from
quire of Chadwick.
Mrs. A. E. Astle, Mrs. S. D. Hamilton. in the County of Aroostook, and ing. and the beautiful floral offerings.
first. Buildings are all in good re
State
of
Maine,
In
said
District
respect
Mrs. Geo. Hagerman, Mrs. J. A. Rhoda,
W O R K IN G for C O M F O R T offers you
Mr. XV. A. Nadeau
pair. Dwelling has hardwood floors
Mrs. Lewis Porter, Mrs. Osgood Smith, fully represents, that on the 11th day
a
chance
to
secure
a
permanent
T
y
p
e
w
rite
r
Ribbons
for
ail
machines
Mr. and Mrs. F. W. Manuel
in kitchen and dining room. Farm
position amid pleasant surroundings
Mrs. S. A. Crockett, Mrs. Mike Murray of October, last past, lie was duly
as well as Carbon Paper made by
Mr. and Mrs. A. F. Smart
is situate in village within a short
adjudged
bankrupt
under
the
Acts
of
at congenial work and for satisfac
Mrs. L. Hussey, Mrs. W. Knox, Mrs.
Webster There’s none better, (’all
William F. Manuel
distance of schools. This farm can
Congress
relating
to
Bankruptcy;
that
tory pay. Working conditions are
Mrs. L. Hussey, Mrs. A. W. Knox, Mrs.
or semi to TIMES Office.
Harry A. Manuel
he purchased at a trade. If inter
good - nice, clean, light buiding, well
F. Drlnkwater, Mrs. A. L Skinner. he has duly surrendered all his property
ested. write Ernest E. Higgins, Millheated: 8-hour day and all sorts of
Mrs. W. Grant, Mrs. Fred Putnam. and rights of property, and has fully
C AR D OF T H A N K S
L.si: strayed or stolen from my pas
town, Maine.
449
interesting office work to do. As we
We wish to express to our ma n y
Mrs. P. Pride, Mrs. H. Putnam, Mrs. complied with all the requirements of
tor" ’mar the Boundary line, 1 ewe
said
Acts
and
of
the
orders
of
Court
R. Mason, Mrs. W. H. Ormsby. Mrs.
friends our gratitude for their kind
and 3 lambs. Reward for informa
employ only the highest class, you Farm For Sale— 60 Acres, Smooth,
ness shown us during our sad beroF. Clark, Mrs. S. Friedman, Mrs. S. touching his bankruptcy.
tion
leading to recovery of the
will find yourself among congenial
level fields, free from rocks, the
W h e re fo re he prays, That he may be vemenC also to thank the friends and
fellow workers. We want faithful,
W. Dunphy, Mrs. S. White, Mrs. G. A.
same. Mrs. Jake Wise, Houlton Me.
best of soil, 3 miles from R. R. Sta
industrious workers; and give them
Hall. Mrs. W. Clark. Mrs. A. Bubar, decreed by the Court to have a full dls- Sundav School who contributed flow
Tel. 82M.
tion on main road. Good pasture,
in return ample recesses, vacations
Miss A. Pennington, Mrs. W. McDon charge from all debts provable against ers.
good wood lot, barn 42x84 feet with
his
estate
under
said
bankruptcy
Acts,
j
with pay, a library, occasional en
ald, Mrs. L. Dobbins, Mrs. T. Beil.
Mrs. Hannah Whii ■
basement, house two-story with hot
except such debts as are excepted by ji
tertainments, an employees’ month
Mrs. S. Beatty, Mrs. J. Porter.
Mrs. George Emerson
and cold water and bath, water sys
j
ly, free use of gymnasium, swim
The committee believe that Houlton law from such discharge.
I
Mrs. Martha Bither
tem cost $1,000. This is one of tke
Dated this 4th day of December, A. I >. |
ming pool, social and reading rooms.
will remember her poor this year, and
Miss Fora White
best farms in Oxford Co. and can be
1918.
Our Educational facilities make
that those who give, will enjoy their
Miss Bertie White
bought for $6,000— $3,000 cash down,
ROY
R.
AHERN.
j
rapid advancement possible. If you
©wn Christmas more, for having made
Lester White
bal. on morgage. For sale by L. A.
FOR IN F O R M A T I O N R E G A R D IN G
Bankrupt.
are the sort of young women who
someone else happy.
Thomas White
Brooks. Real Estate Agent, South
THE
WHEREABOUTS
OF
ROY
wants to work with us and if you
Charles Dickens says:
Miles White
Paris. Me
" 47tf
O R D E R O F N O T IC E T H E R E O N
F R A N C IS F E E N E Y , W H O L E F T ST.
have a fair education write for our
“ I have always thought of Christ- D is tric t of M a in e , Northern Division, sh
free booklet, “ Working for Com
*Thaa time as a good time; a kind, for
M A R Y ’S C O L L E G E A T V A N B U R E N
On this 7th day of December, A. D.
TAXES
Vid pay up Jo $35
fort.” We can tell you right away
giving, charitable, pleasant time, the 1918, on reading the foregoing petition.
All Taxes are due.
ON
OCT. 27.
PLEASE
N O T IF Y
f.>rolder 1>. n \.r . ' .
whether
or
not
we
can
use
you.
W.
only time I know of in the long calen It is—
Real Estate upon which taxes are
FEENEY,
EAST
H. Gannett, Pub., Inc , Dept. Augus- Send P in-p] Post or ii'i' f<>r .; ,\r ■ .. .
dar of the year when men and women O rdered by th e C o u rt, That a hearing unpaid Dec. 16, will be advertised for MRS. P A T R IC K
349
ta, Maine.
350 Domaslic Supply Co.,
J !.
'
seem by one consent to open their be had upon the same on the 17th day sale. Said sale to be held the first M I L L I N O C K E T , M A I N E
shut up hearts freely. And therefore of January A. D. 1919, before said Court Monday in February 1919.
though it has never put a scrap of at Bangor In said District, Northern
Poll taxes ar« due and collectable
gold or silver In my pockets, I believe Division at 10 o’clock in the forenoon; without notice.
it has done me good, and will do me and that notice thereof be published in
Twelve per cent interest on all
good, andl say "God Bless It"!
the Houlton Times, a newspaper printed taxes after January 1, 1919.
in said Distriet, Northern Division, and
J. F. JACKINS
—------ s a v f : ----------that all known creditors and other per
“ Tax Collector"
sons In interest, may appear at the said
Hamilton & Burnham Blk.
LETTER OF SYMPATHY
X

$100 REWARD

THE A M E R I C A N R E D CROSS
National Headquarters
W A S H I N G T O N , D. C.

And It I* F u r th e r O rdered by th e C o urt,

November 26, 1918
Mrs. Ella Robinson,
North St.
Houlton. Maine
My dear Mrs. Robinson:
Permit me to express to you my
sympathy on account of the death of
your daughter, Violet E. Robinson, in
the performance of her duties in the
service of her country.
Id times like the present when deeds
©f heroism on the battlefield or in
camp accorded offb'ial ncognition with
awards of honor, it is unfortunate that
the equally heroic though less con
spicuous deeds of those combating
disease In the service of the United
States should so often go unrecognixed.
Miss Robinson died a martyr to her
calling and worthily upheld the nob1'St traditions of the United States.
The memory of the sacrifice which she
so readily made will inspire others to
render devoted service to their fellowmen.
Yours faithfully,
JANE A. DELANO.
Director, Department of Nursing.
Notlcs of First Meeting of Creditors
In the District Court of the United States
for the Northern Division of the Dis
trict of Maine. In Bankruptcy.
In the matter of
|
Harry A. Snowman
In Ramuptcy
Bankrupt.
To the creditors of said Harry A.
Snowman of Caribou in the county

of

Aroostook.

and

District

time and place, and show cause, if any
they have, why the prayer of said peti
tioner should not be granted.

afore

said, bankrupt.
Notice Is hereby given that on the
5th day of Dec., A. D. 1918 the said
Harry A. Snowman was duly adjudi
cated
bankrupt; and that the first
meeting of creditors will be held at the
office of Edwin L. Vail, In Houlton, on
the 2Sth day of December, A. D. 1918 at
10.M o'clock In the forenoon at which
time the said creditors may attend,
prove their claims, appoint a trustee,
examine the bankrupt and transact such
ether business as may properly come be
fore said meeting.
Dated at Houlton. Dec. 5th, 1918.
EDWIN L. VAIL.
Referee in Bankruptcy.

That the Deputy Clerk shall send by
mail* to all known creditors copies of said
petition and this order, addressed to
them at their places of residence as
stated.
Witness the Honorable Clarence Hale,
Judge of the said Court, and the seal
sion of said District, on the 7th day of
December, A. D. 1918.
(L. S.)
WILLIAM M. W ARREN.
A true copy of petition and order thereon
Attest: WILLIAM M. WARREN,
Deputy Clerk.

C AR D OF T H A N K S

We desire to thank our neighbors
and friends, the Knights of Columbus
and teachers and children of Lonfellow school for the Spiritual Bouquets,
floral offerings, and many rvts of kind
ness during our recent bereavement.
Mrs. B. A. Donovan and tamilv.

R E S O L U TIO N S OF RESPECT

Whereas, the Divine Master has cal- m :
led from our midst, our beloved sister,
Frances Hall McLeod, therefore be it
Resolved that in the passing of sis
ter McLeod, the Woman’s Christian
Temperance Union of Houlton, Maine,
has lost a faithful and devoted Presi
dent, and loyal and helpful member.
Resolved that our members extend
to the husband and family their sin
cere sympathy in this great affliction.
Resolved that a copy of these resolu
tions he placed upon our records, a
copy sent to the family, and a copy
sent to the “ Star in the East” for pub
lication.
“ it’s sweet to know we’.l meet
again.”
j
When partings are no more,
i
And that the one we lovedso well. |
Has only gone before.
j
Margaret H. Pennington
Julia Ward
Jennie S. Dunn
Resolution Com.

It is an established policy of this

Saturday
D ec e m b e r

store

*
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J will remove in season.
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Garment Store
D. P. McLeod, Proper

Mr. Hoover

has

removed

all

the

the use of wheat flour and we

restrictions
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why I shall offer the entire stock
I have dis-
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contnued my business in Cari

m

stock to Houlton.

m
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I am there
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now

able

and Skirts

is only reasonable to believe that

at last

th e

1 should he willing to sacrifice

on
to

season

closing

prices in order to reduce stock

supply our patrons with

out

Golden Crust Bread

of

*

reason

m
m

fore stocked to the limit, and it

the “ Down and O ut Clufe

*

m

♦
|

at closing out prices.

Coats, Suits, Dresses

Since the Kaiser has Joined

m

#
#

! There is another

at

The

j

stock that greatly reduced prices
i

m

j

not to carry over a n y

bou and have moved the entire

i

m
m

to a normal basis.

prices

m
m

If you need anything in the gar
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prompt you to attend this sale.

m
m

m

Every garment will be marked

m

ment line. Good Judgment will

m

down to the lowest rock bottom

Just as it used to be before the war.

This also

tinue to strive to bake letter food than ever
Get the habit and wait for our team.

Trips

twice dailv.

m
m
m
m
m
m
m
*

TOTE FUTURE is what you make it
I f |M are ambitious, you can make it
• SUCCESS by taking a course of
*t*4y witb us. Write or phone.
•O. A. HODQIN8, Prin., Houlton, Me.
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applies to all of our products and we shall con
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to get out if the Boshe started to but they have moved far back by now and Clair, also one from aunt Lena, • Well I guess it is pretty well all
come over. They shelled for a while for they were leaving early this morn who as usual put about six pages of over now everyone has quit but Gerthat way and all of a sudden started ing. I wish I could tell you of all that writlng on two, she must be hooveriz- many and they are a little bull head
to hit right around us, filling up our has happened this past four days, but ing. It’s nice to get back and find ed but if they want to continue they
doors with rocks and dirt, after blow  I can not in a letter so you will have about 25 letters piled up but it’s a bum will get a good thrashing. They
ing them off of the hinges and almost to just wait until I get back w'here I job answering ihem. We are in quite are no match for the Yanks at any
knocking us down every time one hit. can teU you in my own words. I must a good sized town now but don’t ex- time.
But at last they hit it one big one and get busy ana clean up some and do pect we will stay long as that isn’t I Geraldine and Pauline will have to
Mrs. A. L. Lumbert left Wednesday that was enough for me, for it knock some sewing too for I am a sight and our habit. Anyway I hope we don’t read this and be satisfied for I have
■jip11 Harvey was In Millinocket
for Colorado, called there by the ill- ed me out and I didn't know’ anything feel like a hobo,
for we can’t buy wood or anything!two many letters to write. Will close
Friday doing business.
Write soon and tell me all the news. else here and the weather is getting for this time with best wishes to all.
ness of her sister, Winnifred G. Wil-1 for quite a while that was the worst
M. B. McKay went to Boston last
feeling I ever had for I thought I was Well mamma I guess I have written kind of chilly. We haven’t been paid j
E F C
sonhit in a dozen places. But as soon as |all the news so I will close for this for 4 months and I think I will get it P. S.—I would like to send some things
wsek on a business trip.
Under the auspices of the Houlton I got up I saw I wasn't hit at all.
[time. With love and best wishes to about when my birthday comes, and home but I don’t know whether I can
Kobt D. Clark of Bangor was in
Woman’s Club, contributions will be
Chester Briggs was in there with aU.
there is going to be some party. I or not. It is an awful job to get anytown a lew days last week.
. . _
..
■*,
Fnn(1 one and eleven more snipers, it killed
Lovingly Wellie.
hope that we will get a chance to g e t ' thing in or out o f this place,
W. H. Watts was in Presque Isle received for the War Orp »
four of my bunch and wounded three. *
£nt{
Wellie Dunphy
around and see some of this country | Suppose the girls got a lame back
at
the
Hatheway
Drug
Store.
A
box
but
we
ollt
as
soon
as
could
j
Co. M 324 U. S. Inf.
last week on a business trip
this time.
picking spuds.
Lewin left Saturday on his wju bG conveniently placed and will and the Boche had come over, but that
A. E. F. via N Y
was as far as they got for our ma
rvtani to hi* college studies at Colby, remain until Dec. 20th.
chine guns just mowed them down,
A. E. F.
Verdi Ludgate of Sherman was in
There’s going to be a sale and sup when we got out they were starting
Nov. 2. 191S.
town last Wednesday on legal business per ftt Batson Hall, won’t you come? back but we got some good shots at Dear mother:
Well at last we are back from the
Bernard Archibald who has been in You never wiu regret it if you come, them before they did get back. Then
were a lot came over that never went front and although we're dead still
ni^ton with his father, returned home1 you don’t need to bring your own
back and those that did go had the •happy. This has been the worst trip
fVM ep
bread and butter nor your own tea hardest time they ever had to get , We ever had and I am all right but
Itliph Drew has returned to Water' and sugar. All you need are the pen- anywhere, I was slightly shell shock j have been pretty sick for the last
v M t to resume his College course at ■ j
your pocket and your appetite, ed.
. couple of weeks and am not over it
We went right to another front and yet.
yet I guess it is cold and too much
We
Sale 'from 2.30 to 5. Supper 5.30 to 7 .I stayed
am *
there a few days and got all gas and it sure knocks hell out of a
This Christmas the appeal of flowers to us all is
Ralph McCourtney of Augwrta was
- SAVE
in and they sent me to the hospital, fellow. We have- been sleeping in the
more real than ever. The past year has shown how
the guest of Miss Dorothea Esters
at last I am alright again.
rain and mud for two months and one
LETTERS FROM OVER THERE Well I guess I have told you all the , of them fighting, and believe me it was
great is the power of flowers to brighten the sick
over Sunday.
Somewhere in France
[censor will pass. I could tell von a lot some tight. I thought the Chateauroom, to please the old folks, and to express the
Olln Berry and Paul Burns have re
Oct. 26,1918.
more hut it wouldn't pass and after Thierry drive was a fight but it was a
sentiments of the young. So, this year let your
turned from U. of M. for the Christ Dear Father:
nil I guess I have* written enough for |picnic compared to this. After we left
gifts,
as far as possible, be in beautiful flowers or
mas holidays
Well it has been so long since I one letter.
Ithe Marne fight and went back to get
plants. Can you think of anything more useful,
E. J. Barker and family have been wrote t0 you that. I suppose you think | I hoar that wages are away up there, .filled up with recruits we were sent
ill the oast week, suffering from an , I have forgotten you. I have been writ- and 1 suppose you are working in
the, down to the Metz front and helpedf
beautiful and acceptable.
. . .
ling home often and let them dc; for potato house now.
along that push. On our way back !
auacK or innuenza.
you aU f0r i didn’t have time to write I I would like to be there to go hunt- they loaded us on motor trucks and ‘
You may have your choice of Roses, Carnations,
Mr. and Mrs. J. D. Pattee were tne .separately.
I didn’t have time to ing this year, but will be back in lots (rushed us to Verdun, when we got
Violets, or a Special $2.00 box of assorted flowers
guests last week of Mr. and Mrs. Geo. Lyrite hardly any while in the lines of time for next year.
there one ot the celebrated N. A. divtb Richards on Court St.
ibut now I have lots of time so I will i I will close for this time. Don t tor- jisions was falling back and it was up
or There is my Special Christmas $1.00 Basket
*
. „ . m
„ ffiw1write more often.
I^ t to write and tell me all the news. , to us to take their place.
Well we
of natural Ruccus, Pine Cones, etc., which keep
George A.Gorham, Esq. spen
* | j ftm weH and Jn a good place away News is scarce here and about all we ! took it and for twenty-eight days it
indefinitely.
days at Davidson last week and
aid behind the lines. It is the best place hoar is what we get in letters.
,-was the worst fight of the war. It was
some hunting while away.
|i have been In since coming to France, i
SERGT. RALPH DUNPHY. ^ 'only by the grace of God that any of
Dr L P Hughes left last week on I It has been so long since 1 wrote |
U. S. Army, 69267. A. E F. , us got out of it. One day some of the
Pots of Tulips, all ready to grow and bloom at 35c
K. ' ’
tHn to Farida where he last I will start at the first and tell'
—
doctors and some of us went ahead to
each,
also Red Geraniums at 50c and 75c, Jerusalem
ms annual irip w r »
.
Iyou an that will pass censor. 1 supSomewhere in France
establish a dressing station and when
Cherries, $1.25, Cyclamen $2.00, Begonias 75c and
will spend the winter at Miami.
!p0se you will want to hear something
November 13. 1918.-we got there the Colonel told us to
The Ricker Travel Class will meet a5out the llnes so t wjh tell you all i Dear Mother and All :
|take a shack near him. It was right
$1.50, Salvia 50c, Table Fern Dishes 50c to $1.00.
(Mi Monday evening, Dec. 16, with Miss can and get by with it.
! I really don’t know just how to ,on top of a hill and a flimsy looking
■ n i■ij. Mrflarv on Leonard St.
I I will tell >'ou about the first time in start my letter or what to write, for affair at that. I decided after the first
. th
the lines. I always heard the first you and all will know by the date of look that it was a dangerous place but
Qeo. Beamanswho has been in i
|time a man was in he was afraid. It this letter that fighting has stopped we had to stay. We hadn’t been there
U. 8. Naval service at Newport, R. I. , wasn’t that way with our outfit, for here, and I just don’t know how I feel a half hour when the Dutch opened
C H A D
ha§ been discharged and returned! we used to like to see them shell, for there is not a gun to be heard any , up on us and I have never seen or
^
Iwhen we were digging trenches before where and everything seems strange- never want to 3ee such a fierce bomIICH'LTON, M A IN E
^ |we went into the front line.
We ly quiet I can not realize that it is bardment.
They hit all around the j
C on servatories H> H i oh StJ. B. Maxell,who is nowemploy
woujj hear a shell coming and all over and we won’t have to fight any house and
burst the roof in, also i
as miller at Limestone, Me., spent a jump up on top of the trench to see more, but I guess it is, and no one is had it full of gas, well we were all sitt9W days in town last week with his where It was going to hit and thought any happier than Wellie. We fought ting down with our gas masks on there
I II
lit was fun. But one day we went out right up to the last minute, and the wasn’t anybody but expected the next
Tnmiij.
.
.
. to work the same as usual, all of a day before it ended was one of the shot would be the last. And we had
l * r o y B. French who has been
sudden they started to shell us and I worst days 1 have ever put in over a bunch of patients on litters and
the Aroostook Hospital for some time ; can tell you they did shell too, for we here, for we fought steady all
day them hollering made it a hell of a
la able to be out and is at his place of had to dig for cover pretty quick. They long in a piece of woods against all time. One of the fellows told me afhaslnnsn
Ibit one or two of our men, so after kinds of machine guns and in fact eve- terward, he was a Catholic, he said
'
.
. .
.
J that we didn’t get on top to see where rything that the Germans had, yet I “ I have never been very good at atDr. W. W.White wno nas oe
',th ey hit, but kept down and hoped pulled through it safely, and with the tending church but I sure prayed that
kmsly ill for
the past three weeks,they wouldn’t hit us. After a while exception of getting my clothes near- time” and I guess everbody was prayhM recovered sufficiently so that he! we went up into the front line. I was ly all torn off by barbed wire and get- ing. Finally during the fire works the
Is able to be out.
On
sniper’s detachment while we ting soaked with rain and mud. I am Col. ordered the Lt. to go ahead with
mm
a u a tv
H h h#s i were there my outfit got some dandy alright and w-ell as ever, so now you a couple of men and another fellow
Mrs. J. S. Hyde or roruana,
cracks at the Boche. That was about need not worry as long as I am well, and I went with him. I was glad to
boon in the County In the Interests of ^the worst front for mud and water I haven’t heard from Ralph for quite get out, it was bad outside but I
the War Savings StampDrive was in ! that we were on but not for shelling, a long while, and never a word from would sooner try and dodge them than
Houlton Monday
IWe U8ed t° havG a hard time to eat Maurice, but I am pretty sure
they lay and wait for them to hit me. Well
’ a
k ik i a
k
_nn. r. lpj jour meals.
Every meal time the are both well and safe also, I know we hadn’t left very long before the
James Archibald wno was p
j Boche would start to shell us and they you must feel happv and all the rest Germans made two direct hits on the
upon last week In Boston is improv-1 wouid ap hlt within fifty yards of our as well now that it is ended, hut shack, killed two of our men and I
ing daily, which is very pleasing to dugout and some of them would just mamma I am sure no one is any hap- don’t know how many patients. That
MONDAY
his many friends.
j miss and I tell you there was some pier than I am, for the days and is one instance, if I wanted to tell all
_ ,
. w PHriav fnr room f° r a shell when they hit close, months have been so long here and that happened it would take all night
C
H
A
R
L
IE
C
H
A P L IN in “ F L IR T S "
Wilfred Buraon lert rnaay ioi . You ought to have seen us trying to there was not a thing in the world to if ever there was hell on earth it was
Monticello, where he will be employ- balance a panlcan of soup when they look forward to and feel the least bit up there.
I
S E VE N PEAR LS
U N IV E R S A L W E E K L Y
I
ed by the Great Northern Paper Co. i hit, sometimes we didn’t and were out sure of but now it is different and all
Anyway we are out of it now and j
MACK
S
E
N
N
E
T
T FA ST CO M EDY
durine the winter
|Of S0UP- That was about all there was has changed. No one knows
as yetbv the looks of things won’t have to
h
jn 'on that front, except a few times I had when we will ever get started for go back any more. If any outfit has
Capt. A. G. Walker, wno
'some close shaves with machine guns, home or what we will have to do here, done their bit this summer we sure
TUESDAY
a Southern training camp for several, but was always lucky and didn’t get but I feel pretty sure that it will be have. An officer told me today that
B IL L IE BU RK E in
, months has returned home, and re-j hit.
quite a few months yet before any they were erecting a monument at
“ IN P U R S U IT OF P O LLY ”
sumed his oractice
The nex* front we went on was a troops are started for home, so we can Chateau-Thierry in honor of the third
___
,
...
h ^little bit more lively than the first but only wait and take our turn when it Division’s fine work in that drive last
Christian science services neia
we didn’t mind except that it didn’t comes, 1 got eight letters from Eva summer on the Marne.
WEDNESDAY
Sunday at 11 A. M. Sincock Hall, Dec. gmell so good for the trenches were last night, one from you and onefrom
I had a letter from Guy and he was
SESSUE HA YA KA W A in
ISth. Subject: "God The Preserver of full of dead Boche, they had quite a Faye. I amglad that every one at
telling me what a hard time he was
R
.. All
A|i are welcome
welcome
[scrap before we went in and hadn’t home is still well, and I hope you like having. Wait until he hits this coun“T H E C IT Y OF DIM FACES”
Man.’*
time to bury them and the ones that the new place where you are, I am try and he will find out what soldierMrs. H. E. Dobson who has been ill were in “ No Man’s Land” they could- glad you moved there for Eva can ing is. By the way he made a very
O
0
THURSDAY
with pneumonia for several weeks, Jn>t get_ t0 and j use(j
get the bene- have some place to go now any time poor move when he went to a training
W ALLACE R E ID in
suffered a relapse on Sunday, andis fit of them out in no man’s land for I she wants to and. I know she too is camp. I wouldn't swap places with
new in a critical condition
Iwas *n
3C0Uts andhad *° So out glad that you are so handy. I haven't any 2nd Lt. in the line after seeing
“T H E F IR E F L Y OF F R A N C E ”
.
.
T ..
. #t T h '
f (there every night on patrol and you written to her for five days now, and how long they last over here.
He
O
Miss iva Jackins teu inursa»y
[can imagine what it was like out I don’t know what she will think, but probably won't get over here anyway
A strong picture of Love and W ar
Skowhegan, after a visit of several j there. But a fellow don’t seem to i have been sleeping out in the woods if he does make it.
wueks at home with her parents, Mr. j mind it as much as you think he and rain, fighting and everything andAlso had aletter from Greg. Don
FRIDAY
and Mrs. K. S. Jackins, High St.
|would after he gets used to it, for he last of all I had no paper or any ...................
■■ ................ — »■■' ■■
C H A R LE S RAY in
**
ic amninvnH expects to see such things. The Boche chance to mail a letter even had I
Mr. O. P. Hackett wno is emp y
j U8e(j to wake us up regularly every . written I am going to write her to- PljT ON YOUR
“T H E CLAW S OF T H E H U N ”
at Derby, Maine, has been at his home Imorning at three o’clock with a bom- night, for I haven’t time to write a /%«TxcinE'
A
story
based on the Great War
here the past week, confined to the j bardment, but he about always got as long letter now, so thought I would U U U j IDL
1
house by an attack of influenza.
8 ° ° d as he sent- 0ur company always write you while I have time.
We no WINDOWS
mm * — w
-mm anh come out
it lucky and the fellows doubt will have to move into Germany • m m
SATURDAY
Mra. Joseph Bernstein and child
used to call lt “ Lucky Company" and it and hold some one ot the points that THEN
O
MACK S E N N E T T FA ST CO M EDY
Mrs. Albert Klein and children lert ■certainly was lucky for a while. There the Allies will hold in
there untilPIJT DOWN
Friday evening for New York, where j was lots more happened there but I peace is finally settled, but at the
“ Her Blighted Love”
they will visit for a few weeks.
j can’t tell you about it, but will have present we are in Barracks getting 6 CENTS
U.
S.
G
O
V E R N M E N T W AR R E V IE W
ahAi. win tunniah tha i to wa^ unt^ 1
back.
cleaned up and new clothes for every
The Junior choir will furnls
j The next tront we went on was a man had his ci0thes torn half off in AND GET A
U N IV E R S A L W E E K L Y
music for the Song service at the Con- quiet place until we woke it up which wire during the past days of fighting, B. F. A. CIGAR
»
gregatlonal Church next Sunday even- we did about every front we went on. just a short while after fighting stop-1
lag—Come and enjoy the service.
j That was the front where 1 was on Ped some other officers and myself YO U ’ LL LIKE IT AS WELL AS
i ™,k„
oHQnHin<r the patrol which you have heard about, went over to the Boche s trenches and « . 11IV
P U A I, r f VAII n i u « n
William Manuel who is attending ! think Wellie sent you a copy of the had a long talk with their officers. M ANY
SMOKES YOU PA Y 10
the Harvard Medical School, arrived paper that the General sent me. There They are mighty glad that it is over PFNTS FOR
home Friday, called here by the death wasn’t much doing there of interest and happy as little kids. One of them
of his sister, Mrs. Charlotte Nadeau, j 80 1 wil1 shiP !tgave me his picture and address and
^JV V V *JW W V W W V bftW V V \^A V W V V V W
« .y
v .returned
oflirnw| hnmo
The enough
next front
so dead, but
me to (|w
write
got back
JoMph rDuew
home Qainr
Satur- ,ive|}r
to wasn’t
su|t anybody
W(, wanted
home They
notafter
seemI flko
ba(1 i^w w w .
day, from Camp Devons, having been were there but a few days when early people at all and even though we had I*
honorably discharged from the Depot one morning we were asleep in our been fighting only a few hours before c
Brigade, which has been disbanded, dugout, we were awaken by the Boshe we all made friends in a short while \
M l,. Patience Jackins has returned 8he,lin,K l^avv, they were not hitting Then last night just before we came >
' very close but I got up and woke the back here some of them came over to c
from Bangor where she has been em- rGst of my snipers and got them ready our lines and stayed quite a whih
ployed in the office of Armour & C o . ..... ......
entered the Houlton office as
bookkeeper.
Among the Houlton boys whose
names appear in the latest casualty
Met are John W. Hogan, severely
wounded and Cecil C. Stone, slightly
wonnded, both of whom left here with
Co. L.
Preparations are making for the
usual Christmas Vespers at the Con
gregational Church. The service this
year will be at 4 o’clock on Sunday the
Had, and will have many very pleas
U R IN G the present epochal readjustment of the
ing features.
world’s industry and commerce from a war to a
peace basis, it behooves the investor to place his
While the local pages of the TIMES
Men’s and Boys’ Suits, Over
all prices, Fancy Arm Bands in
funds in securities that are strongly bulwarked a
are fall of Interesting items, the artgainst shifting conditions.
Idas appearing on other pages of the
coats, Sweaters, Men’s House
Boxes at 25c and 50c, Trunks.
paper art equally as interesting in a
Coats,
Bath
Robes
with
Slippers
Shoes and Rubber Goods at a
Such securities comprise the bonds of governments
general way, many subscribers having
to match. Union Suits, Pure All
Bargain.
and municipalities and of strong corporations whose
spoken about it
products
or
services
are
indispensable
to
the
pubic.
Wool
Sweaters,
Hosiery
in
Silk,
Our
store is the ideal place for
The demand to r the Issue o t the
Handkerchiefs
in
Pure
Linen.
TIMES containing the receipt for the
Men’s
and Boys’ Christmas Gifts
Securities of this character can now be bought at
onion poultice for pneumonia, was so
Traveling Bags, Suit Cases,
You ’ll find a large assortment
prices affording a realitively high income over a ling
great that they were all sold, and for
or short period, and we shall be pleased to furnish for
Night Shirts, Pajamas, Gloves,
of useful presents, the things
the benefit of those who did not see
consideration our current list of 73 attractive bonds
Caps in Cloth and Fur, Mittens,
most appreciated.
Many new
it, we are publishing it again in this
and short-term notes.
These include Government
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HOLIDAY GIFTS FOR ALL

D

Mr. and Mrs. George H. Mooers of
Ashland wore la town last week for a
flsw days, the guest of Mrs. H. J.
Chandler. Mrs. Mooers continued her
Journey to Nova Scotia on Wednesday
where she will visit friends for a few
weehs.
Houlton banks have been notified
hy the government to refuse gold
colas for gift purposes. It is stated
that gold Is noeded for international
transactions more than ever before,
conservation Is desirable at this
It la suggested that Liberty
and War Savings Stamps will
>a SOOd substitute this year tor gold.

issues yielding up to 4.55%; municipals, 4.90%;
railroads, 7%; public utilities, 7%; industrials, 6.83%.
Ask for Circular TH-195

Suspenders in Boxes, Four-inHand in Boxes at 35c, 50c and
up. Dress and Flannel Shirts at

Novelties. Just the things you
want at a less price than you
expect to pay.

The National City Company
New York

----- No Big Rent to Pay — -----------------
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dence on the application filed with the ( QNION POULTICE
have lived more than one or two hours
Pittsburgh company. By comparing |
PNFITMnNIA at the Iongest when 1 aPPIled the flrst
AS A SPY CATCHER the application filed in Pittsburgh with j
r v K rnL U W lU M A poultice, as only a portion of one lung
________
the application filed with his employA reader sends in a letter which was in action and he was sinking fast.
By J. D. Barnhill. Captain American er in New York, it was found that he appeared in The
Boston Transcript Yet after the third poultice his lungs
Protective League
had mistated his birthplace. With the about three years ago, giving what cleared and he could speak in his
________
Pittsburgh company, he claimed to be
purports to be a cure for pneumonia, usual tone of voice and was out of
A well-dressed man of courteous born in Germany, while on the appli-| He suggests that while the remedy danger, and in a few days was able
manner entered the offlc of the gen- cation with the New York company j given may not prove a cure-all in the ' to attend to his daily duties.
•ml superintendent of a large manu- b0 ciaimed to have been bom in Switz- present epidemic, and should not be
This simple 'remedy cured one of
used without the advice of a physiWOrst cases of the typhoid type
factoring plant In the early part of eriand.
cian,
yet
it
has
proved
effective
in
0f
(jjseas(, that j have known in
June, 1918. This man appeared to be
This indicated to the operative that
Juat what he was—a competent busi this man would be most apt to “give ; checking colds in several cases which the thir(v years that j haVe studied
ness man of responsibility.
up” information—he had a “ yellow came to his notice and he gives the R. Pierce, a farmer, in the north part
He stated that he was seeking in streak in him and was trying to hide letter for what it was worth. The let of this town. In his delirium he woud
ter follovs:
formation for the United States De his identity and the facts.
tear the poultices off his chest, and
Dear Nomad Being a reader of the throw them against the side of the
partment of Justice and proceeded to
The operative approached this man
outline to the general superintendent and invited him to come to head Boston Transcript nearly every day, I room as fast as the attendant could
that three men employed in the draft quarters. He didn’t place him under was shocked to learn by last Friday's put them on, and it was only of a
ing department were under suspicion arrest, but quietly accompanied him issue of the large number of deaths nearly all night vigil that the remedy
o f obtaining and selling false pass to the Department of Justice ottices. j from pneumonia the last ten weeks in could be kept on long enough to clear
ports. The entire confidence of the
Upon being questioned, this man j Boston. Also quite a number from la- his lungs which was finally accomman and his familiarity with his sub broke down and confessed that his as-j grippe, especially as these two ail plished.
1 think, by binding them
ject impressed the superintendent so sociate, the man who worked next to meats are speedily cured by the sini on. The family physician, Dr. God
favorably that his curiosity was arous him in the drafting department, had j pic remedies that are hereby given:
frey was powerless to aid by any med
ed, and he began to question his vis been obtaining and reselling pass-| {Cor the cure of pneumonia: “ Take ical remedy, but as soon as the lungs
ports, and that he believed him to have ; sjx to t)M1 onjnns, according to size. were cleared the fever and delirium
itor about his work.
The visitor’s story was one of vital one or more passports in his posses-J (.bop moderately fine and put in a left, him, and in a few days he was
Interest to every American citizen and sion at the time.
larg< spider or stew pan over a hot able to lie about as usual.
explains one of the unassuming, selfAccompanied by a special agent ot fire: let them cook for a few minutes,
.My friend, the late Dr. John l"rich,
sacrificing activities of American bus the Department of Justice, the opera then add about the same quantity of one of the most successful physicians
Iness men who couldn’t enter the army tive visited the suspect’s boarding rve meal (if rve is not obtainable, use of Boston, ust‘d this remedv for sev
or navy, but were turning to any house and searched it. Under the in Indian.) then add vinegar enough to ,,ra] years, and told mo that bo novor
means that would enable them to as ner lining of a top-hat box was found torm a thick paste. Lot this cook a lost a case alter ho commenced to u s e
sist the Government in its work. This a partly mutilated passport. The or few minutes, stirring it that it may bo jt, having sixteen in one winter, o n e
m%n was a member of the American iginal had been issued in good faith thoroughly heated. In the meantime 0f which had I...... given up by two
Protective League, an auxiliary to the by our Government to a neutral sub have two cotton bags made large physicians: yet this remedy saved
United States Department of Justice. ject, had been obtained, and was being enough to cover tin' lungs, Fill one
t hem all. Dr.
John Me( ’ollistr']', of
He proceeded to outline his work to changed to fit the description of a and apply to the chest, as hot as the
Walt ham. told me that lie l i e vtT lost
the general superinterdent somewhat
German reservist officer who, by that patient can bear and in vei"y seven* a ca>
using this i'eni( >dy lor more
as follows:
means, was to be smuggled into Hol cases it is well to apply to the hack than twenty years, seve ral of which
"I am one of 250,000 men carefully
land and from there back to Germany. also. During this, prepare another had been give■n up by ot he r physi
selected and working in every city and Of course the suspect was convicted poultice to take the place of the first..
eians
hamlet in the United States. Our men and the activities of his whole gang and apply in in ten or fifteen minute
minutes;
Tlre Grippe The dise ase is ( a used
•re organized by divisions in large
tin'll the first can be re-heated and by inhaling its poisonous germs, that
broken up.
centers of population and subdivided
Generally three or float in the atmosphere, and while
With cables and mail carefully cen applied again.
into sections and squads.
sored, messengers were the only four applications will clear tin* lungs those that cause fevers go to t!m in
“ Each division is commanded by a
menas of communication between and the patient he out of danger.’’
testines and secretions, these always
chief, each section by an inspector,
This remedy 1 firmly believe would go first to the stomach, and if not re
America and the enemy, and no more
and each squad by a captain and two
important function was performed by have saved the lives of everyone of moved within three days will he ah
lieutenants. There are also squads
the Government than to be certain the large number named in your paper sorbed into the s y s t e m and will find
known as industrial squads—specially that every person traveling under an ; the Friday of last wet
It is re their way alwavs to the weakest spot,
organized and made up of men who American passport was what he j markable that double and typhoid
generally the heart or lungs.
are familiar with a given line of bus claimed to he, and not a spy carrying j pneumonia yield just as rapidly to t
Genuine la grippe ran he told from
Iness.
as cast's of a milder form.
information to the Hun.
“ For instance, all the hotels of the
To prove this 1 will mention two or
The work is carried on without cost
larger cities have one or more Ameri
Lit*. VC ’>I
three
cases. A friend of mine several
to the Government. Men whose time
can Protective League
operatives
is worth a great deal of money arc de years ago, (Mr. Solon Wilder, treas
toiui
Go e
among their employees. When a susl>n GHail S’
voting a good part of it to the work. urer of the town of Lancaster, .Mass.}
Wove Got
peet is reported to be headed for a
Sot.':
The American Protective League will was stricken with double pneumonia.
K e r .; »'s.
certain city, the hotel squad is given
Dr.
Hartwell,
of
Ayer,
medical
exam
go down in history as ore illustration
rf
his description, and from the time he
of the adaptability and efficiency of iner, said then' was no hope from t h e
$
i
A
steps up to the register in any hotel
America in the war. A tremendous first, as there was no known remedy
*0 f
he is under surveilance by trained
army of intelligent operatives, organ for double pneumonia, and bis family
men. Similar sections are organized
■St
W 'k
ized almost overnight, enabled this doctor gave him up the day previous
among the railways and the more im
to
my
seeing
him.
It
was
only
by
the
country to practically exterminate the
portant industrial enterprises.
- v
V .
spy, and stop the activities of the' earnest entreaty of his brother that
. : - ifib •COUGHS ■COUCHS
“ By this means, any person suspect much c'xploited Hun espionage s y s  i was induced to go and supply the
: c*:s
corns
rues
PCJMIIS
/ ? . ..KiRiw
nmijAf
THPQ/
ed o f activities against any govern tem.
! remedy. 1 found him .imt faintly
f'Uararmental function or acting in any man
I'-fiist Court!
,f I
Not the least of the value of the* ' breathing and I doubt if lie could have
ner inimical to public welfare is re
American Protective League in the |
ported and watched by members of
war was its protection to innocent:
the American Protective Leaguepersons. Many complaints wore re i
men whose business makes them fam
ceived by the authorities based only
iliar with the operations of the sus
upon vague suspicion or spite work. I
pect. In the woods of the Northwest
and it was part of the duty of tin* j
in the coal mines of West Virginia, in
Amercan Protective League to obtain !
the shipyards, at the cantonments, I
says t h a t o l d a g e b e g i n s w i t h swallow of water. The oil stimulate*
the facts and clear up the charges, so w eScience
akened kidneys and digestive organs.
t he
kidney
action and enables the
and wherever men are working for or j
that no loyal person might be* unjust - \ This b e i n g t r u e , it is e a s y t o b e l i e v e organs to throw off tlie poisons which
against the Government the innocent
b y k e e p i n g t he k i d n e y s a n d d i  cause premature old age. New life and
ly suspected in his community.
j gthat
e s t i v e o r g a n s c l e a n s e d a n d in p r o p e r strength increa.se as you continue the
are protected and the guilty brought
treatment. When completely restoied
w
o
r
k
i
n g o r d e r o l d a g e c a n tie d e f e r r e d
The league has been a truly demo- j
to task by Intelligent, competent bus
and l i f e p r o l o n g e d f a r b e y o n d t hat e n  continue- taking a capsule or two each
cratic organization, and proves the j joyed b y t h e a v e r a g e p e r s o n .
dry. GOLD MEDAL Haarlem Oil Cap*
iness men.
will keep you in health and vigor
power of public spirit and co-opera- j F o r o v e r 20o y e a r s <;<)E|> M E D A L sules
and prevent a return of the disease.
“ These men are not detectives. It
H
a
a
r
l
e
m
Oi
l
l
i
as
b
e
e
n
r
e
l
i
e
v
i
n
g
'
t
he
I>o not wait until old age or disease
tion, as compared with the hired spies W e a k n e s s e s a n d d i s a b i l i t y d u e to a d 
has been stated by Government au
have settled down for good. Go to your
and police of the enemy.
j v a n c i n g y e a r s . It is a s t a n d a r d o h l - druggist and got a box of GOLD
thorities that business brains properly
t i m e h o m e r e m e d y a n d net ds n o i n t r o  MEDAL Haarlem Oil Capsules. Money
Note: In Houlton there are mem-1 d u c t i o n . G O L D M l ' I cAI. H a a r l e m Oil is refunded
if they do not help you. Thre®
organized and directed could do any
I
n c l o s e d in o d o r l e s s , t a s t e l e s s c a p s u l e s sizes.
Rut remember to ask for th*
d r o p s t-a h.
T a k e original imp rted HOLD MEDAL brand.
thing and the American Protective hers of this A. P. L. which have* been i c o n t a i n i n g a b o u t
League has a long and romantically and are on the* watch for such infor- ! them as y o u w o u l d a pill, w i t h a s m a l l In sealed packages.
j
Interesting list of results to its credit. mation as related above.
SAVE
!
The organization has been operating
C a n ’t Be Done
since March. 1917, and conducts in
“ A man betrays hisse’f by braggin' " K I L L S
The- wonderful penetrating and heat
vestigations when requested by the
T H E
C H I L L
following Governmental departments: said Uncle Eben. “When I hears a
ing properties of
An Old Fam ily Doctor's Favorite
man tellin’ 'bout how easy he kin
1. Department of Justice
drive a mule, I knows right off he*
Prescription
(a) Bureau of Investigation
BALLARD'S GOLDEN OIL
ain’t
no
reg’lar
mule-driver.”
(b) U. S. Attorneys

la severe cold by a peculiar distressed
feeling in the head, followed by pains
! in the cords of the neck down to the
1shoulder. The germs then are in the
j stomach, and if two tablespoonfuls of
; castor oil mixed with a teaspoonful of
lemon juice be taken, the poisonous
germs will be carried out of the sys
tem and the cure is accomplished. I
have never known this to fail when
taken within three days after the at
tack, although I have seen a person
where the disease was so far advanced
that he was delirious, yet cured with
in twenty-four hours, and in a few

W H O LE S0

directions

sVii‘ -V. ..y <‘01^oo o s f y i e» coo*‘To’"A,0 ‘i
■
'
T**l •*•Of"** *
s

V

%^+

An^ACTuBC0 ®y
STUART 6.CO

days after took his seat in the legia
lature, to which he had been elected.
This was during the scourge about
fifteen years ago, when over a thous~
and died in Boston alone.
Yet there was one physician who
used this remedy that never lost a
patient out of the many that he treat
ed, while they were dying by the
scores under the treatment of others.
Truly the foolish and weak things
often confound the wise and mighty.
HENRY S. BROWN
Littleton, Feb. 22, 1915.

I WANT AGENTS
to aell EGGNIT. One of the fastest selling Pure Food
products ever sold in Maine. An unequalled house
to house proposition—every woman who cook*, a possi
ble custodier
Work all or part of your time, right in
your neignbnrhood, then branch out. You’ll reap sub*
stantial returns.
EGGNIT sells with ‘satisfaction
guaranteed or money refunded.’ * I have yet to hear
of a dissatisfied customer. Exclusive territory. Write
for my literature today, no obligations.
,m
I
What is EGGNIT? A substitute for hens
eggs in cooking that beats the hen at one seventh
I the cost. Absolutely harmless—pure —wholej some. 3 sizes— 10c.—23c.—$1.00. A d d i c t s ,
for Parcel Post charge with your remittance.
j^Be sure and try EGGNIT in your home.

GHAS. M. STEWART, 37 T Park St.,

Bangor,

,
•
j
j

Me.

EXTRAVAGANCE IS THE CHIEF CAUSE OF
POVERTY. Many may complain that they can

not
make progress because they have not the opportunities
or th necessary capital hut often, its their own fault.
They have gotten into such extravagence that it is hard
to break away from it.
Give every dollar an opportunity to increase at interest
Start an account with us.
4%

Interest Paid on S a vin g s Accounts.

M o u lt o n T i u s t C o .
Mo n
--- w —ttix

Maine
- •»c’*-’ "o

'*

*

•nffTT
’VP"

4

tccd.

OLD AGE STARTS
WITH YOUR KIDNEYS

(c) U. S. Marshals
2. Navy Department
(a) Naval Intelligence
3. War Department
(a) Military Inteligence
(b) Local Boards
(c) District Boards
(d) Government Appeal Agents
(e) Cantonments
4. Alien Property Custodian.
5. Civil Service Commission
f. War Trade Board
7. U. S. Shipping Board
8. Treasury Department
(a) Liberty Loan Committee
(b) War Saving Stamps Committee
“ The New York Division, for illus
tration, is composed of over 4,500 substanclal business and professional men
of the city devoting a large share of
their time to the work. The head
quarters staff of 20 or more is com 
posed of mcgi who have sacrificed
their business to devote their entire
time to serving the country in this
way gratis.

Influenza!

Keep it in the House

At all Drug and General Stores

JOHNSON'S
LINIMENT

the nose and throat with an occas
ional dose taken Internally may safe
guard you from serious r e s u l t s a n d hull
the evil in its first stage. This famous
old physician's prescription is an

Don’t Ruin a Good Battery
this Winter

for

ENEMY TO GERMS

BE A JOY-WALKER,
“ GETS-IT” FOR CORNS;
2 Drops, 2 Seconds—Corn is Doomed!
When you almost die with your shoes
on and corns make you almost walk
sideways to get away from the pain.
take a vacation for a minute or two and
apply 2 or 3 drops of the world’s magic
and only genuine corn-peeler, "G ets-It" .
Then, and then only, will you be sure that
your corn will loosen from your toe so
that you can peel it right off gloriously

“ The magnitude of the work is illus
trated by the fact that over 70.000
cases have been investigated since
this division was formed—all without
a penny of cost to the Government.
Not only do members devote their
services, but pay all their own ex
penses. Stenographic help, rent, etc.,
amounting to $7,000 to $8,000 per
month, are met by voluntary subscrip
tions from members and patriotic citi
zens who are familiar with the scope
and Importance of the work.”
The history of the incident of pass
port frauds mentioned above will do
as well as any to Illustrate exactly
how the American Protective League
men work and what they accomplish.
With the full cooperation of the gene
ral superintendent and other officials
My C orot Pool Clean O ff, W ith ‘Geta-It
o f the company, the American Protec
, easy with your fingers. Take no chances
tive League man began to build up his of continued pain and soreness—why use
.greasy, irriating salves, plasters ‘ that
evidence.
i shift and press into the “quick’’ , razors
1
He flrst took a complete history of and “diggers" that make corns bleed and
j also grow faster?
Use painless, easy,
the three men under suspicion. In 'always sure “Gets-It.” There’s only one
like it in the world—that's “ Gets-It” .
tracing the previous occupation of Millions have tried and O. K'd it for
these men he found that one of them years. It never fails.
i “Gets-It” , the guaranteed, money-back
had worked for a concern in Pitts ' corn remover, the only sure way, costs
a trifle at any drug store. M’f'g by
burgh. Through the assistance of the but
B. Lawrence & Co., Chicago, 111. Sold in
Houlton
and recommended as the world’s
American Protective League in Pitts
best corn remedy by O. F. French * Son.
burgh, he found contradictory evi- Leighton & Feeley.

,
!
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Bo u l t o n , m a ih e

Make it an effective remedy for sud
den chills, coughs and colds, the fore
runner of grip and pneumonia.

should be carefully guarded against
A
mild spray and gargle mixture of water
and

ANODYNE

ulton Savin g s

F you put up your car for the
I winter, don’t make the mistake of
leaving the battery in it. It may mean
the ruin of the batterv. Why take a
chance when for a nominal charge we
will take the proper care of your bat
tery during the wi nt er , and have it
ready for you when you want it in
the spring.
If you drive your ear during the w inter,
stop in or write us for information on
the care you should give your battery.
Careful, Courteous Inspection
and Square-Deal Repair Ser
vice on any battery o f any make.

Announcement:
To help meet the needs of the
govern m en t, W r ig le y ’s has
discontinued the use of tin foil
C Y FRUI T
as a wrapping for J U ICHFWINC
CUM
W R I C U .Y S

Hereafter all three W R IG LEY
f l a v o r s w i l l be s e a le d in
air-tight, pink-end packages.

So look for
WR1GLEYS
in the pink sealed
wrapper and take
your choice of fla
vor. Three kinds
to suit all tastes.
S E A L E D T IG H T

H O U LTO N B A T T E R V S E R V IC E
A uto

R ow.

Bangor

St.

K E P T R IG H T

Be SURE you get W R IG L E Y ’S —

The Flavor Lasts!
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attention before they become read
justed to a life of peace rather than
of war. In addition to all this, there
UNIVERSAL MEMBERSHIP
breeds inefficiency : ™ o f foodJ“.S s o ’per cent
will always be the emergency feature
than
last
year.
With
Belgium
and
IN
ROLL
CALL
DRIVE
Cfcnrlea E. Hughes speaking before
of Red Cross work to be looked out
France
and
other
areas
liberated
and
“
Universal
membership,
with
your
tfes Institute of Arts and Sciences
at Columbia University, asserted that millions in South Central Europe heart and a dollar,’’ will be the slo- for.
The disaster at Halifax a year ago,
“ government enterprise tends con- j clamoring for food, the United States gan jn the campaign for members
sinntly to inefficiency.” He character-1is now undertaking to increase its ex- to be launched by the American Red the munitions explosions in New Jeriaed as “enemies o f liberty” all “ those;ports from 17% to 20 million tons. Cross on Dec. 16. For seven days sey and the recent influenza epidemic
whose Interests lie simply in extend-J The Mediterranean Sea routes are now the campaign, which is to be termed showed in the most reassuring manin* the activities of government so as i sufficiently safe for bringing wheat the “ Christmas roll call,” will be car- ner what this organization can do in
to embrace all Industry.” Discussing from India and Australia, hence our i ied on, affording every man, woman these directions. And in the future,
conditions'following the war, he de- exports will consist largely of fats, ancj child throughout the country an quite regardless of all other phases
elated that readjustment should be meats and food. Feed is essential tor opportunity to become a member of nnd features of its work, the Red
brought about as soon as practicable (milk production, of which the strick-Jthe organization.
Membership, and Cross must be carefully prepared to
n u t war powers should not b e ! en nations are in critical need.
|that alone, is to be the sob1 purpose haiulle, immediately and completely,
uad to control peace conditions. Such | “ The end of the war will not im-j0f the approaching campaign, rather any emergency, whenever it may
arise.
control, he said, would constitute a j mediately, or for several months at than an effort to obtain funds,
most serious offense against American , least bring about an end of food reg-j jn the campaign for members conTherefore.
with tin* stupendous
inatitutions.
lulation in the United States. In fact. ducted
year ago last spring,
work to be assumed by the organiza
"The question of government ow n-, it is feared that the coming winter (MI() Were obtained, and it is expected tion in tin* near future and the fine
ership and operation is, after all, a 1will see world-wide hardships, and the j that in the coming Christmas roll record of its past, it is confidently ex
severely practical one,” said Mr. regulation of food and the demands j call every one of these
memberspected that tin* Christmas roll call
Haghes. “ Of course there are those upon America a Christian and humane .with fully as manymen*, will ehoei- will be a grand success.
Hughes. “ Of course there are those nation will he greater than ever be-|fuiiy welcome the opportunity of giv
The organization of tin* coming cam
whose interests lie simply in extend- fore during the next eight or ten ! jng their dollar in return for mem paign will consist of the members in
lag the activities of government so as months. Where we have been saving bership during 1919. Each, as in the tile .Ww England states with, the ex
to embrace all industry and who are and conserving food for over a year previous campaign, will be
given aception of Connecticut, which tin* Red
emdeavoting to proceed along what in order to help our own soldiers win fje(| ^yoss button,
Cross has never included in tin* New
they conceivd to be the line of least this great war, now we must save and
GASKILL CHAIRMAN
England division. The five states will
resistance in trying to keep in gov- conserve food to save human lives in
t!(1()r,((1 A (;aski]1(ll- Worcester will be
be divided into seven divisions under
eminent hands in time of peace what Belgium. Northern France, Serbia and a(,t as (,hairman of the roll call for th. direction of Chairman Gaskill.
had been taken temporarily by rea- other lands released from the German j Xow K n R l a m l . H(l has j)(,on S(q(Mtcd
SAVE
son of the exegincies of war.
i yoke.
' by James Jackson, manager of the
Indiscreet
“ The instinct of the American p e o - ; Without a continued conservation Xc,w j.:nKiilll(i division of tli«* Red ( ioA creel, says the dictionary, is a
pie. I believe, can be trusted to thwart in America the necessary supplies f()r his at.tivo and successful connec
basket
for lobsters or tish.
the Insidious plans of these enemies of cannot be assured. We need not wor- tion not only with former Red (boss
If
these
dictionaries aren't careful
liberty, who, if given their way, would ry about the food supplies of the drives, but with Liberty loan and war
what
they
say
we will have to censor
not stop short of a tyranny, which, enemy countries. If the Allies relax work campaigns. A largo measure of
whatever name it might bear, would the blockade, Germany can provide for tin* success attending tin* Worcester them.
leave little room for preference as the needs of her own people from her drives is due to the far-reaching plan
compared to Prussianism.”
own resources and from neutral coun- of organization, perfected by Mr. Gas“ It is regrettable, but it is true, that tries,
|kill. Worcester lias constantly “gone
governmental enterprise tends con'over the* top" in tbe various campaigns
MR. H O O V E R SAYS
stently to inefficiency,
x x x x It
The N a tio n needs strong
“ Our first and deepest concern now with a much larger percentage than
cannot fail to be observed that even in
any
other
city
of
similar
or
greater
m en an d th e right time tc
must be for the little Allies who were
connection with the war, despite the
under the German yoke,” says Mr. size in the entire country. The “ Wor- begin to build up str ong man
endeavor and patriotic impulse of
Hoover, “They are the Belgians, :cestor Plan,” providing for tin* solici
countless workers, inefficiency in im
hood is during th e gro w in g
Serbians, Roumanians, Greeks, Zechs, tation once and only once of every
portant fields of activity has been no
person
in
tin*
community,
will
lie
fol
p erio d o f childhood.
Many
Jugo-Slavs and others.
There are
torlons.
lowed in the coming campaign of tin*
mothers remember, with keen
■•The notion that the conduct of some 75.000,000 people in these groups New England division.
buslnees by the government tends to “ O'1 ,hey mu8t hc ay»‘ a">at<''all>; »-1 dWith tin* idea of universal member satisfaction, the days when
be efficient is a superstition cherished pd a,!d at om p’
" p hate a r< at > ship paramount, it is obvious that
by those who either know nothing of doublpd ^he s,ream of fol,rt flowi,,K
there is no occasion for quotas, nor
government or who know nothing of ward Belgium.
“ Our next concern must be to relax have any been officially assigned to
business. The tendency is strongly
Tin* enti re
the blockade measures as far as pos divisions or sections.
the other way.
campaign
is
to
be
condm
ted evorysible in order that the neutral states
“Along with this is the grave ques
in Europe who are now all on short wh(‘n> l,I,on th<‘ 11,0 l)l‘r
t,asis
tion of patting the direct operation of
rations, should be able to take care o f . and r,0*000*n00 members would closely
those great activities unnecessarily
growth aI)l)roach the universal idea.
AIunder political control. That is the of
their
peop,p This
and prcvent.
lhl' group of though there is a junior organization
anarchy.
ir another
most serious question. The dove-tail
for children, they will be permitted
ing o f government with business is about 40,000,000.
to
become full members in this cam
“ Another problem lies in the f>0,000,apt to injure both.”
paign
if parents so desire. The army
000 people in north Russia, a large
"It is undoubtedly true.’ he contin
part of whom are inaccessible owing and navy will not lie solicited, al
ued, "that whenever, during the war,
to the breakdown of transportation though its members are none the less
extraordinary powers were fittingly
welcomed.
exercised and governmental control and thr0UKh shppr anar,'» y . Millions
Jf--S , tv r- v f r i v '
a u v e to good d eed s
was assumed for war purposes, the re of these are beyond help this winter.
18-9
In the opinion of those who have had
These groups are the ones that must
adjustment to conditions of peace
the best opportunity to observe the
mMt b« ettectad gradually and with ‘“nlist ,he s!' ,npa,hy of ,he Amp,i' an
. .. ,
, „
th . circumspection essential to the ppoplp and tor whom arp prep- red '° aUmidp,*'t lb" p" bl"; , m™ r d “ •/>'
InfliiLTtZa and kindred
protection o f all the public and pri- makp any
* » « “ <*•
. Cross s,nee the signing of the armtsdiseases start with a cold.
rate interests involved. But the im
lm -! "Thpre 13 * KrPat pr0,,lpm ,n the
'
hp Am, ' ,' a" ppop|p ar" fl," y
situation of enemy people numbering
t() 1,s usefulness it is confluent mediate purpose should be to read
This problem is not A believed that the American people
D o n d fnVic with it.
just as soon as may be, not to use about 90,000,000.
It is a dualize that Red Gross work' has only
‘
one
of
going
to
their
relief,
war powers to control peace condiAt the first shiver or
begun. This work will not be nursing
tlons. a proceeding essen-ially vicious problem
|,roMp1',1 of
° r . relaxing
" T * 1" * the
the ^
watertight
through
an(l
tbe
support
of
canteens,
as
in
tin
sneeze, take
and constituting the moat serious of- blockade, which continues
tense against ourinstitutions.,hpannistire.sufficiently so that
they hast hut will be the rehabilitation ">
Mr. Hughesadded,however, that may
sp<'1,re for
themselves the hare M e a t s,, turns of the rountnes devsstated by the enemy, and the caring
nadue centralization would be as dan-1appps8itlpB tha‘ 'vil1
stabb!* gOVfor and olotbing of !)m r"turning r ■
gerons to national prosperity as over-iprn,Ilpnt‘
down fugoc>
centralization.
Congress, he said. | " Unlesa <“ * * "* * ran hp put
It i:s a work that will require tlm
should provide a sensible plan for rail- , and stability of government can ix* ob1groato st aictivity, not onl y in foreign
thoro
road
regulation permitting sound ItainPd ln thPse enpmy staU>s- ,hprp fields, but here at home.
Citin'Jar;’ 'olii remedy for 20 years— in tablet
The returnC r
fir-, tune, ii:, uptatea— breaks up a cold
credit and growth, stabilizing sectiri-' wU1 » c nobody to makp pPaPP with ing soldie rs and their
families
at
i
> ' '." '. jm •-rehc\-»' jjrtp in .i nays. M oney
Tancep
ties and insuring adequate service at and nobody to pay ,hp bm
Fn,m
ba..k ,x .t i.mIs. 7 hc genuine box h ai a Red top
;struc- homo will need careful and continued
w.ta
tiid ’s picture.
A t All Drug Stores.
reasonable rates. He also declared c o -j» “ »
fop thp fparfl1' d03lnu
d cor-:
operation ln Industry to be just as e s-; tlon that has been done,
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million tons of food to be shipped R £ [) CROSS WILL SEEK

government control

»

Indian Giver

Queen Mary sent a beautiful bou
quet that had been presented to her
to a soldiers’ hospital. To show their
appreciation, the inmates commis
sioned one of their number to stand
at the hospital gate the following
morning, holding the gift, when the
queen passed. He did so—with rath
er unexpected results. Queen Mary,
seated in her car, saw the soldier
standing there, bouquet in hand, and
assuming that he wished to present

it to her, she reached out and took it.
After she had thanked him. her car
passed on.
The soldier stood quite dumfounded— then recovering his speech, he
said: “ Well, she’s pinched 'em.”
-------- S A V E --------Looks

D eer S k in s an d F u rs
W e are headquarters
for highest Cash
Prices

Houlton Hide &
W ool Company

Our Fine
Stylish

Stationery
gives ton e

to your

S tro n g M en

letters.

EMULSION

%

Way

i V W .W

25,non -

was one of the determ ining
factors in building up the strength
of their children. S e o it’s is a
source of nourishment and strength
that ought never Le overlooked by tne r r : r > * ^
todrr; v;h > is anxicte- abovt

That

Tommy (who has been wounded for
the fouth time)— “ I know what it
means, mate; them Huns don’t want
me at this w ar!”

i

K

146

B roadw ay P h arm acy
M a in St.

F. O. H a n a g a n , P r o p .

Autom obile Owner
Do you realize that your Battery Is the most
delicate part of your car; requires the most
attention, and w hen neglected is one of the
big items of expense in autom obile upkeep?
W e w ill take your battery, store It and g iv e
it Hie proper attention, at rates as re a so n 
able as is consistent with Intelligent service

CASCARAM QUININE

sential in peace time as during t h e !tainly a'pproaph this problem with
exigencies of war, and that big busi mixed feelings, having been long a
ness was needed, if soundly organized witness to the robbery of food from
and properly supervised. One great- women and children and the destruc
lesson to be derived from the war, he tion of millions of tons of food at sea
said, was the need for expert knowl and to the misery under which the
edge in supervising industry and com millions amongst the big and little
Allies have suffered under the Ger
m tree.
man yoke. Justice requires that gov
He further declared that serious la
ernment be established to make
bor conditions were looming on the
horizon and suggested that, in order ia,,lends for wronKS done' and " , an
to take up the labor slack, an effort not be accomplished through spread
should be made to start Immediately of anarchy. Famine is the mother of
all Important public works through anarchy.”
out the Country which has been held
up during the war.
-------- S A V E

AFTER INFLUENZA

SAVE FOOD

A direct message from Herbert The Grip, Fevers, and Other BloodPoisoning, Pro stratin g Diseases,
Hoover says:
“ Conservation is vital to the relief The host course o f restorative treat
•f stricken Europe. The harvest sea ment, j>ui’i 1vi:ig iho bland, sfrengthson ha3 come and gone and whatever c s : t he m*: v< s, si insulating the
food is exported must come from our
ass sill:;, the standard
surplus and from our savings, very
sn.i
IrTore oaiiiiLT,
largely the latter," says the Food Ad
■'C. a r.-n! iron tonic (chocoministration. “ Certain foods such as
': ', after out inqr,
meats, fats and dairy products, it is
I’ Uis (cathartic, mild and
true, are produced throughout the
) as needed.
year but even these depend largely on
three iG'eat medicines make
■c.-Tve real, rapid and perfeeds and fodder, supplies of which
hev are also o f service in the
are limited and cannot be replenished a-' !.
o n o f disease and the preseruntil the next harvest.
f health. They form H ood ’s
"The original pledge made by the
’ombination Treatment,
Food Administration in behalf of the
is good alone; all are good
people of the United States was 17%
Get them touav.

No One Was Ever Lost on a Straight Road
A careful studv of this ad

keeps

you on a straight business road

W o o d — Soft

16-in. per cord $ 1 0 .0 0 .
H aid i6-in
cord $ 1 0 * 0 0 . (4-ft lengths $ 1.50 less)

XT

C o a l—n ova Scotia, per ton $ 1 3 .2 5
H A Y , delivered per cwt.
STRAW' delivered per cut
,w
OA TS, delivered per bu. $1
I’O TATO K S delivered, bbl. $3.30
TU R N IPS, delivered, per bbl. $ 1.73
R e a l E sta te ~ W’ e specialize in furnishing a list 'to suit
each individual case. Notify us of your wants and we will
make a special list tor your ins*,action free of charge.
Pleasure should follow business

J .

]

Main Str.

\

J A

Be happy by doing bitsine:

C

K

Hamilton-Bu-nham Block
Telephone n;6-\V, 2 6 1 AV

I

N

S
Houlton

Mr. Automobile O w n e r :
Do you k n o w that thousands of dollars are
lost every year in Houlton alone by n e g le c t
ing cuts, bruises and sun blisters on your
Tires? Bring them in this Fall and w e w ill
not only doctor them, but cure them, and
save you a big expense on tire upkeep

K id d er & Sh an ks
Kendall Street

Aroostook Farms
Need Potash

Insure your next season’s potato crop.
Potato prices will be high. With the Admin
istration at Washington demanding m ore
food the potato market will he sure.
Fertilize your soil. Make it rich and pro
ductive with Lowell Animal Fertilizers. They
are made from nature’s products BONE,
BLOOD, MEAT. High-grade Chemicals and
4% POTASH are added.
We guarantee the POTASH used in our
fertilizers to be water-soluble—the only
kind farmers can use.
Lowell Animal Fertilizers with POTASH
cost less, relatively, than ever before. Potatoes
are selling at high prices. One barrel of
potatoes will buy twice the fertilizer now
that it would four years ago.
Make sure of large potato crops and good
profits. Use Lowell Fertilizers. They are
dependable and guaranteed—buy from this
reliable, well-known New England concern.
If you want to increase your potato crop 50
to 90 barrels each acre, investigate today.
Place your Order NOW. Write
H. W. Fowler, Fort Fairfield, Me., Gen’l Agt.

Telephone 330

Automobile
and

Storage
Service

♦fT
■ I F you want storage lor

your car
U
this winter where it will be safe
and dry and easy of access—or
if your car needs overhauling and
made ready for next season by work
men who know how

See Us at Once

E5

before the rush begins
as we can give you the best service now
Ask about our Free Storage for cars
which we overhaul. Terms for other
storage on application

L O W E L L F E R T IL IZ E R C O .

Berry

B o S tO ll

— —Ford Salesroom-----

Con.olid®ednKh
. nderin, C o .

M aSS.

&

Benn

L. R. Ingraham
—Ford Service Station—
Bangor Street

I I o U x S o ii, M a i n e

If
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PAOB EIGHT

Rev. C. E. Young conducted services IRalph Hamilton; steward, Chas. B. been seen here in many weeks. Don
The
PARISH SOCIAL
at the Baptist Church Sunday fore- Porter; Asst. Steward, Ralph Crosby; ald Crisp did the directing.
noon and evening.
|Chaplain, Lewis Carson, Treas., J. F scenario is by Margaret Turnbull, and ! 4. ° n Thursday evening of this weHi
Nearly all the town schools opened Leavitt; Sec. Maude A. Jenkins; the story, originally published in The
^.ll fit a picnic supper in the
Monday after being closed for (> weeks Ceres. May Porter; pomona, Ada Saturday Evening Post, was written Methodist Church dining room at 6.00
Stone; Flora. Gladys Titcomb; L. A.
1 on account, of influenza.
0 clock which will be followed by an
Mrs. Walter E. Mathews who is Steward, Halzel Briggs; Organist, by Marion Polk Angellotti.
entertainment. This social is free to
S A V E ------teaching in the High School at Houl alta Tracy.
all who regard this as their church
SMYRNA MILLS
SAVE ton was home over Sunday.
LETTER B
home. The entire constituency is e<m
The following letter has been re
Mr. and Mrs. F. A Anthony return
POTATOES
dially invited. It will afford a fine op
Red Cross workers will meet this
LUDLOW
ceived from Arthur Hackett, son of ed home Saturday from a 10 days trip
portunity tor all to become better ac
week with Mrs. A. E. Thompson.
Miss Mary Mersereau is visiting I Tin* local market remains about the quainted.
Miss Harriet Rugan spent the week Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Hackett, of this to Boston and Springhill, Mass.
'same as it has been for the past
Mr. F. H. Stimson who recently her aunt, Mrs. Joseph Campbell.
A beautiful quilt rocent.lv made
end with relatives in Houlton.
, town.
.............He
- -is only
----- 20 years of age. and
Mr. Joseph Campbell has gone to : month, buyers paying $3.(10 per barrel the members of the Ladies' Guild was
Mrs. Frank McConnell has accepted (enlisted in the Navy over a yeai ago. moved to Waterville has been in town
Portland for medical treatment.
Piano Par- 'has made three trips to Vranee and a few days on business matters.
P>r $1.S3 per inn lbs. with few offer earned by Miss Bertha Case who get
a n/uiltinn
position in
in Hauerman’s
Hagerman
S.
S.
.Mr. Leland Gildard has accepted a
over P>0 names.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Willis
Camden
of
on
e
to
Ireland
on
board
the
U
lors for the winter.
ings.
Bangor were here Tuesday to attend position in Bryson's lumber mill.
SAVE
Mrs. Emmet Spellman, of Houlton. Pueblo since his enlistment.
The Produce News .
Newport, Nov 2S. 191S.
funeral of their cousin. Mr Sadie [ Rev. Mr. Cosman will be present at
spent several days last week with re
Don’t think because you have taken
Armstrong.
Ithe Wednesday evening prayer meetDear Mother:
There was a sharp falling oft in r, many remedies in vain that your cam
latives in this town.
(;. Brayenton of Smyrna; ing.
Arrived here today from South; yj,Mr. and Mrs. Earl Adams were the
ceipts this week and The terminal
guests of Mrs Will Bragdon. of Niles : America. Wit an* all well and hope Milis is threshing for N. C. Martin.!Remember there
are socks
to be have gradualy disappeared. The mar 1- incurable. Hood’s Sarsaparilla ! - Settlement, on Sunday.
you all are the same. It seems good usjng for power his new 4 eyl. tractor | knit for our soldiers, and help with
ket advanced fully 2f>c on average run cured many seemingly hopeless <as*Miss Marie Noonan left Monday to get back to the states again. I ^up- purchased from the International liar-j Red Cross knitting,
during the course of the week. The ex of M-rofula. catarrh, rheumatism. k:c
.Miss Mary Hand, a student at Rick tra demand was from the nearby
morning for her home in Boston, hav- pose you got the card 1 mailed trom Vester Co.
ing spent several months at the home St. Thomas.
A Grange meeting will be held at er spent the week end with her moth ramps as the return of so many thou ney . -mplaint. dyspepsia and gone-M
of Mrs. Frank Fitzpatrick.
We were in Rio de Janoris when the (ju, (jrange Hall. Saturday night, at er. Mrs. Edith Hand
sanus of troops brought temporary' debility Take Hood's.
Mr. and Mrs. W. R. McCain and orders to routractors and this in
Miss Mary Gardiner submitted to first word came about peace.
Every w }i,-( }i time there will be an election o f
l he rcMilts of classified adverfi-iag
an operation for appendicitis at the whistle in the city was blowing. That otfjr ers. All members are requested children. George and .Marjorie, were tlurnced prices materially.
The de hi the I 1MES are most satisfactory
Sundav guoM - of Mr ami Mrs. .las. mand from the West Indies was tils '
Her sure is a pretty place, it is the second to he present.
Aroostook Hospital last week
‘ I eu have anything to se)| or wart
Many people enjoyed the Photo play [ Weld),
quite heavy, and the outlet in that
young friends will be glad to know prettiest port in the world. Venice is
i
at
Miirtin's
Theatre
Friday
night,
eiiFriends
of
Mr.
.lames
Ron
a-tali'
will
iirst.
direction would he much larger if * buy. anything lost or found, roomthat she is rapidly recovering
Well maybe you don't think there titled tlm “ Tiantuht" by vitograph Lub-lm glad to learn that lie ha- recovered adequate
}, t. ,[,.* re.-M‘.s
------ SAVE------shipping facilities weir o rent, real estate.
is a change in the climate, we arc all in Esscnay Go. Motion pictures will : from a recent attack of inkmm/a ami a \a ilable
m e mo s t * a f
t• ;-y. l i n e p e r s o n f l 
HODGDON
tanned and black and we sure look he held each Friday night until furth is abk- l n in' out again.
•Mate <m(| Western potatoes in 15'* <e v e r t ' d $3.3 ill ash reei‘ii11v thr' it.'.h
rela- queer up in this cold place, hut 1 reck er notice,
Mrs. Wilbur Howard visited rela
S \Y E
quite generally at $3 and a 2ae i f a s s i i i e d ad.
on
it
is
colder
hack
home.
It
is
rain
tives at Canterbury recently.
SAVE
3 1'' at i In ...r>t
. of the week, hut sale
Ih.rry Kinney, form- rly ef Ho
A young daughter arrived at the ing In*re and has been all day.
AT THE DREAM
Ia i e i i a ng, ■ij $
*3
Id tind 3.23. with some
I suppose all the folks were happy
home of Mr. and Mrs. Garfield Adams
MONTICELLO
o|o-e|v g rad**
and
who for a nunibir of year- r.v An
Amusing
Comedy
"d
_
going
higher.
Maine.when they heard the good ne ws , it
last week.
s o l d $1 a n d 1
123 Hie first half of the beening farming in Westfield, has oh;
Pied Syphers and Palmer Style a r
() ni of (hi most delighi fill r o n e M 3 -s
makes
a
great
change
in
our
life,
they
Mr. Verner Sterritt and Mr. George
rived hoim front Camp Devens last soon in this imvn in inane month- is W e e k but bile mile-: ranged $4.33 and iii' property and bought a 2nu ; r
M. Benn have gone to MilUnorket for don't cejjsor any more.
week.
■‘Her Blighted Rove'." til*' now I’ara !.3'k although tlm fiber price was on im ii in Amsbury. Mass., and togetlv
How is Bessie, did she get all well
the winter.
ly realized on losely graded Long Is
Mrs.
Howard
Nelson
returned
from
A large crowd attended the M E. yet. 1 suppose you have had lots of Auburn. Saturday noon, where she has mount Mark Sonnett prndtu tion fea land potatoi -- a i v g o i n g ini i special vvi’ ll his wife and family and Mr. an-i
Charles
Murra.c. Wayland
Xmas sale and supper on Friday even deer meat. This is the first Thanks been for some weeks visiting friends turing
•Is generally at ' 3 pirn u;;> -M
3a run Kinney, will move i h
Trask and Y.-ri Steadman, which is ( trad" chan ii ch
giving dinner that 1 have eaten away
ing, the proceeds were $160.
ib. b a g . but ihose thrown on Ilie (ipeu
George
W.
Bull
went
to
Woodstock
being
presented
at
the
Dream
theatre!
i. 'Hi
Mr. Karney Bates has been dis from home that I can remember of, I Saturday morning to see Mrs. Bull
market sell $4.63 and 4.73.
charged from Camp Devens and was am in hopes to be home for Christ who is ill ;tt tlm honm of her sister. this week. The story is a bright one j
s o v j;
and the numerous situations are of! Country shippers are not offering
mas. Our mail has com*' aboard but
the guest of relatives here Friday.
Mrs.
Fisher.
many
potatoes
at
present
prices,
hold
that
delectable
quality
which
is
guar
Exempted
The Dec. allotment of Red Cross it hasn’t been sorted yet so we have
There will he a chicken supper in anteed to dispell the worst tit of th<>| ing t neir stock for a higher market
1 lie l a g
" O h . Id. g o t o
i in ■
11
work has arrived and all members are not heard from home.
Grange Hall on Saturday evening. blues ever encountered. The remedy Michigan --hipjvrg are quoting $2 per
All hoys that were going to school the
requested to be present on Thursday
Dec. 21st, for the benefit of the Meth is worth going far to s e e and it is |I"" balk delivered here: State ship quick enough, hut mother wouldn '
and those that art' much needed at odist Church. Everybody plan to go.
at the sewing rooms.
pers, iR2.pi. and Maine operator's, $2.33, like me to; and I’ve never disappoin
thoroughly relishalde.
Rev.
McKinney of Bar Harbor home have put in applications for a
delivered
Harlem. Buyers are paying e<| her since the day I was born.’
S
A
V
E
Worth
While
Picture
preached at the U. B. Churches here discharge. We have all put one in
All film fans, who love the unusual Long island farmers $2.63 per 100, but
Dec. 1st., the churches have extended but don't know whether they have
The Snag "Well, if she was hop
LITTLETON
in photoplays, will find "In Pursuit of at these prices t tie loading on the is
They send
a call to him to become their pastor. been approved of yet
ing
for a daughter, I’m sure you've
land
is
very
light,
growers
holding
for
The many friends of Miss Nina Me them to Washington after they have1 Ellery Watson is home from Camp Polly," the latest Paramount photo more moiiev.
done
your best to c onsole her.”
play
starring
Billie
Burke,
which
is
I(evens.
Quanie are pleased to know that her to be approved by the qaptain.
Ervin Lee who has been ill with now on view at the Dream theatre, a
They are going to change our ships
condition is improving and that she
worth
while entertainment.
Miss
will soon return from the Aroostook into an army transport to bring sol pneumonia is much better.
Burke's
portrayal
in
this
excellent
Morris,
son
of
Thomas
Nickerson
is
diers
back
home.
We
have
an
easy
Hospital.
photoplay is one that will not only de
ill with t.ht* prevailing epidemic.
Ernest E. Murphy of Fort Fairfield time now.
Members of the family of G e o r g e light her audiences, but greatly en
We crossed the equator Nov. 4th,
who has been in the service at Port
hance her reputation as a comedienne
land, Me., has received an honorable and it was sure hot, every time a ship Savey are ill with the influenza,
The children of Harold Herric k are of the first class. Her leading man is
discharge and on his way home was crosses the equator having men who
the guest of Mr. and Mrs. P. B. Cas never have crossed before they al- confined to the house by severe colds, Thomas Meighan, one of the best
ways hold a neptune party, did you
Fifteen
members of
Littleton known screen players in the* country.
sidy for a few days.
ever read about it? They give you an Grange attended the Pomona meeting
-------- S A V E -------Feats of Aviator Baisis of Great
initiation that you will never forget, in Houlton on Thursday.
Picture Story
EAST HODGDON
When you are through you are a real
Mrs. Miles Libby went to Houlton
Now
like
a
firefly in very truth is
The Sunday School will meet at the sailor then, they near killed all hands, on Sunday to take care of her son’s the daring aviator, who, far above* the
we
get
a
certificate
in
a
couple
of
wife,
Mrs.
Owen
Libby
who
is
ill
with
home of Mrs. BenJ. Duff, Sunday. Dec.
battle-scarred lands, darts hither and
days which we are to keep in case we the influenza.
15.
go across the equator again so we
Mrs. Hannah Jordan and daughter, thither upon his mission! He is the
lie is taking a
Rev. Thomas Whltside preached don’t get initiated again.
Eunice, who have been visiting at the eyes of the army.
here last Sunday, his sermon was on
Is there any snow? How are Louise home of Richard Williams, returned place in this war that makes it differ
‘'Courage.”
and Jake, also Bina V. Earl and the to their home at Lawrence Sta., N. B. ent from any other war. if it were not
alredy different from other wars in
Miss Lena Woodcock of Monticello baby? Well I will be glad when I get on Monday.
history by reason of its enormous pro
my
mail
so
I
will
know
the
news.
At
the
exhibit
of
the
Boys'
and
Is visiting her sister, Mrs. Clarence
There isn’t much to write about Girls’ Clubs of the U. of M. held in portions and the fearful weapons of
London this week.
City Hall at Portland, Nov. 1S-23, in destruction employed.
Mrs. May Bickford of Houlton is now so will close for this time.
In "The Firefly of Franee." the new 1
the potato class of f>4 entries, Percy
With
love
spending a few weeks with her sis
O a k fle ld , M a in e
Porter, aged 12 years, won 1st prize, Paramount picture starring Wallace j
Arthur J
ters, the Misses Bird.
Reid
with
Ann
Little,
which
will
he
|
and Willis Porter, aged 10, won 3rd
-------- S A V E --------Mrs. John London has been visiting
prize Both boys are the sons of Mr. shown at the Dream Theatre, Thurs
her daughter. Mrs. Maud Tompkins in
and Mrs. Chas. B. Porter of Littleton. day, the work of an intrepid birdman j
OAKFIELD
Houlton the past week.
Mr. and Mrs. L. F. Hall are the forms the basis of a story that sets
Mrs. Leon Teed was a business cal
Mrs. Turney White of Hodgdon got ler at Houlton Monday.
guests of their daughter, Mrs. Joseph the blood tingling and makes one of !
a cable last week that her son Ralph
Hogan, Houlton. Mr. Hall is receiv the most interesting pictures that has \
Mr. Guy E. Crosby returned home ing treatment for an abscess under
White, was seriously wounded.
Monday from a business trip to Port his arm, Mrs. Hall is also under a
Now is the time to prepare tor W inter
Mrs. Clarence Libby of Houlton has land.
physicians care. Their many friends
been visiting her parents. Mr. and
MAPLE
SPRING
FARM
The new meat slicer is attracting ’nujH» they will return much improved
Mrs. Edward Henderson the past week.
r s k ——
.
—1
much attention at L A. Barker & Co. in health.
FOR SALE
Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Dickinson of Grocery Store.
At the regular meeting of Littleton
Here is a chance for the right man
Union Corner. N. B. were the guests
Mrs. Vern Smith has been confined Grange on Saturday evening, Dec
to make money on his investment.
o f her parents, Mr. and Mrs. John
to the bed for over six weeks is no the following officers were' elected:
100 acres of land, 70 acres cleared,
Grant. Sunday.
better at this writing.
Master, Thomas A. Schools; overseer. some lumber. 12oo to 1300 cords of
Mr. Jessie Knowlton and Mr. Victor
wood, and the woods clear to work
Tarr o f Debec were the guests of Mr.
in. Two houses and one barn.
BenJ. Duff recently, Mr. Tarr is a re
for partitions and keep out the cold
A great chance for two families to
turned soldier boy.
live and run the farm, as well as to
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Gartley and
sell Maple Spring Water.
Sheathing Paper, Tarred Paper, etc,
two daughters of Oakville. N. B. were
This famous spring goes with the
the guests of Mr. and Mrs. Ernest
farm.
Turney last Saturday.
Everyone
drinks
Maple
Spring
The Union Sunday School gave $4.00
Water.
to Armenian and Syrian Relief Xmas
Inquire of
fund, and the Ladles’ Akl gave $6.00
Sm yrna M il!'7, Maine
J.
G.
DONOVAN
to help in this great work.
R. F. D.
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All kinds o f Live Fowl.
Highest Prices Paid

L. A . B a r k e r & Go.

B e a v e r B oard

FLOUR and FEED

J. E. T A R B E L L & SONS

L1NNEUS

Mr. Henry Shields has bought the
lames Stewart farm.
Mrs. Harry Sawyer visited "Tvith
relatives in Houlton last week.
Pvt. Given Gardiner Is visiting his
mother, while on furlough from Geor
gia.
Mrs. Eddie McCarvell and two child
ren of Oakfleld, are visiting relatives
here.
Mr. Sam Ruth and family are mov
ing Into the Mr. Kelso’s rent for the
winter.
Mrs. Lige McGuire Is visiting with
relatives in Hodgdon the past few
weeks.
Drs. Ebbett and Jackson of Houlton
were here Sunday on professional
business.
Miss Annie Sawyer of Houlton spent
Saturday night and Sunday here with
relatives.
Mrs. Chaunoey Bates and two child
ren who have been ill. are better at
this writing.
Miss Minnie Stewart submitted to
an operation on her throat at the Madigan Hospital. Monday.
Mr. Henry Adams and Mr. Lincoln
J. Bubar are spending a week in the
woods on a hunting trip.
Mrs. Harland Hand of Houlton
spent two days with her mother. Mrs.
Chas. Stanley last week.
Mrs. James Campbell of New Lim
erick attended the funeral of Mr.
Chauncy Bates last Wednesday.
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Kelso went to
Houlton, Monday, to spend the winter
with their son, Lester, and family
Mr*. Bert McIntosh of Houlton has
b#»a taking care of her sister-in-law,
Mre, Oeorge
the past two weeks
Mrs. Robert Bliss of Island Falls
spent Friday and Saturday with her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. James H. Ruth.
Mrs. Byron Weirs of Haynesvillo
was called here Sunday by the severe
Illness o f her mother.
Pvt. Andrew Henderson returned
Friday night from Camp Devens, hav
ing been honorably discharged from
the U. S. service.
Again Llnneus is called to mourn
for one of her young men, Chauncey
Bates, age 33 years, 5 mos. Oldest
son of Mr. and Mrs. George Bates.
Died at his home on Tuesday, Dec.
3rd, of pneumonia. He was married
to Miss Emily Hawks, December 26.
1912. was baptised and united with the
Baptist church the past summer. On
Monday night he called the relatives
to his bedside and made a beautiful ;
prayer. There are left to mourn, the j
widow and two children, Claude age j
5 and Margaret age 3, father and j
mother, one sister, Mrs. John Little,
4 brothers, ]2lmer, Howard, Kearney j
and Gordon. Services were held at
the grave on Wednesday afternoon.,
conducted by Rev. Z. M. Miller and j
Rev. Crosby of Littleton, and by r e -!
quest the choir sang “ Will the Circle
Be Unbroken.” The Pall Bearers be
lag Messrs. Noris Estabrook of Houl
ton, Frank Little, Jewett Adams and ‘

Given Gardiner.

WESTFIELD,

Have been added to our stock
Call and Get Prices

MAINE

Christmas

Hog, Poultry and Cattle Feed
W hole and Cracked Corn, etc.

*
*
>
»
*

Oakficld FccdStorc

1
4

I
I
i
i
<

This isfthe store in which to buy the
Gifts Men Appreciate Most
What would make a Man or Boy a more appropriate gift
than one of our choice

Suits, Overcoats
A

NEW

HAT

OR

WINTER

CAP

Shirts are a gift that will please any man, $ 1 .7 5 to $ 5 .0 0
Neckwear is a welcome gift we have a beautiful assort
ment
(live

You want to make a really useful gift to someone this
year don’t you? It is just as easy and a whole lot more
appropriate— particularly in this day and age to give
something that will contnually remind your friends of you
and be of real service to them.
Show your friends that you have a taste that keeps
pace with the times, buy them an electric lamp. We have
them in many different styles and prices.
CALL

EARLY

AND

SELECT

------------------------------ TH EY

H oulton

ARE

YOUR

LAMP

BEFORE

GONE ------------------------------

W ater C om pan y
Mechanic Street

him

a

pair

of

(lloves

a

lasting

remembrance

Bathrobes. Sweaters, Pajamas, Handkerchiefs. Socks.
Mufflers. Traveling Bags. I’ nbrellas. and many other things
for tin1 adornment and comfort of any male member of
tin* family.
!I

North Star Fur Coats
Come here for “His Christmas Gift" and yon will make
no mistake. Our prees are always reasonable

L. S. Purington

^
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scheduie time. Success of the en ter-, tive to keep her in to the wall so
prise did not depend upon any one that the only chance for her fighting
TELLS OF FIGHT unit, but on the initative and re- men to get into ;t was over our decks
Alfred F. B. Carpenter of source of a very large number of which they did.
tie British Navy, who was the com* craft. The Zeebrugge Mole was pro-1 “ The Iris was badly hit and had a
H inder of the expedition led by the tected with heavy gun battery which |number of casualties and the Vindicwarship Vindictive to Zeebrugge, ar mlght stop block ships getting into j tive had 70 officers and men killed and
rived last week from Engand to tell the harbor, so we decided to knock 200 more wounded. Our ship was not
Iseriously hit after nearly an hour’s
the American public some things them out before our ship arrived.
"This was accomplished by storm-[fighting, although 2,000 shots had
about the fighting on the sea during
the great war. He has 50 colored ing the Mole with the marines and j struck her sides and riddled them like
'
elides to Illustrate his story of bot bluejackets and actually capturing the ; a sieve.
tling up the U-boats, which in the Ad- guns, direrting them from the block | “ The ‘hut’ in which 1 stood forward
1
mirality records will go down to his- ships as they came in. When the of the bridge had 200 holes in it.
U u y as “ The Zeebrugge Affair.”
|Mole was still 200 yards away, the was struck in th left shoulder by a
Captain Carpenter is only 37 years j enemy sighted us and opened fire piece of shrapnel, but it was not seri
old, which is at least four years under Iimmediately at point blank range, ous. Our men were all young, aver
the average for officers of his rank. Of j Most of his guns were four-inch, I aging 23 years, and they behaved
slight build, Just above average height think, we passed the last gun 50 splendidly. I shall nev<jr forget them.
clean shaven, with fair hair and clear,!yards off, and the shooting was pret G E R M A N S TOO S C A R E D TO T A K E
dark blue eyes, the Captain resem bles' ty hot just then,
A IM
an Episcopal minister rather than a
VINDICTIVE HIT 1000 TIMES
“ The crew of the submarine had
dashing sailor, and is modesty per
The Vindicative was hit 1,000 times some excitement before they touched
sonified when hsked ^ speak about
^rsj. jour minutes, out of which her off, as the Huns opened
opened fire at
j
™
© e or s o ^ few were heavy shells which explod- close range and might have turned
omman er
ur .
ac woo ,
inside, and the remainder mostly the trick on our chaps if they had not
Ishrapnel and small shells. As soon been too excited to aim properly. The
Captain .Carpenter gave some details
|as we got close alongside, the wall decks of the Iris, Vindictive, and
of what the men In the expedition had
'sheltered the ship, and the German other vessels were covered with the
gone through during the 68 minutes gunners could only hit the upper
wounded and dead, and the majority
they were in Zeebrugge harbor.
works of the Vindictive, and did no of the marines in the fighting tops
“The first thing I wish to say,” the
serious harm to her.
were shot down by the guns of tlm
CaptJn remarked, “ is that this was
“ In the meantime the Marines German destroyers, who lost heavily
not what you call a ‘stunt,’ done on
were firing from the top at the Huns before they succeeded in getting the
the spur of the moment to draw a lit
on the Mole and using their Lewis range.
tle tree advertising for the British
guns with deadly effect. The landing
“ W e arrived at Zeebrugge at 12.01
Navy. On the contrary, it was the re
on the Mole was made from the Vin- a. m. on April 25. and at 1.11 ihe lit
sult of a carefully laid plan to block
L
,
„ ,
w
4 _ '
. ,
; dictive bv means ot bridges called tie fleet started back for Dover. The
the canal at Zeebrugge and stop th e : _
, / ^ J
brows’ let down by pulleys, which signal for the men to re-embark was
German submarines coming down to
! was a bit difficult on account of the a long blast from the stern of the j
the sea from Bruges.
Vindictive.
When we had made sure j
“ Five months were spent in work stron£ curren
that
every
man,
including the wound- I
ing out the details, fitting out the va-1 SANK THREE SHIPS IN CANAL
ed, was on board the respective ships, |
rious ships that were to take part in ‘ “ The Thetis then came right into
the attack, and intensive training of the harbor and sunk herself in the we got away at our best speed, which j
the men, who volunteered from the entrance to the Bruges Canal, ef- was 17 knots for the Vindictive. She
Gr&nd Fleet chiefly. They were all fectively bottling up the submarines, was belching flames from her super
picked men, and well aware that the She was followed by the Intrepid and structure and funnels, and was a
chance of returning alive from Zee- the Iphigenia, which were sunk in queer sight in the inky darkness to j
bnigge were slim, indeed.
tile canal itself and blocked it abso- one standing on the bridge and look - i
j
"When everything was ready and lately. The small craft then came up ing aft.
the plan worked out to the minutest and took the crews off the three A D M I R A L K E Y E S
G R E E T S SUR- I
detail, the expedition started, and had sunken vessels under a heavy fire
V I VORS
to put back 15 miles out because the Practically none of them was left Ik “ The direction of the operations I
wind had changed and it was impos- hind.
was under the command of Admiral |
sible to use the smoke boats. Then I “ By this time the wind had shifted Keyes, senior officer of the Dover t
we tried a second time, and the wind and blown the smoke away so that the station, who went over on a destroy
blew so hard that it >kicked up a Huns could see us clearly and blaze ! er, and we were all mighty pleased to
rough sea. which was a bit too much away with every gun they could mils j see him close by at daylight, as there
for the small craft, and so we put ter afloat and ashore.
was danger of his destroyer having
, “ Just then there was a terrific ex been sunk approaching the Mole."
back a second time.
plosion nearby and the shore end of ■ Captain Carpenter said that he re
THREE TRIAL8 FOR A START
the Mole was blown clean away with garded the surrender of the German
“ At last a chance offered on the af a number of Huns who were coming
ternoon of April 22, and the expedi to reinforce their mates fighting our ’ fleet as a great naval victory beeausf
it had been brought about
hv pre
tion put to sea, headed for Zee- men at the further end.
sure of the allied fleets
which had
bruzze. It was not Ideal weather for
the Job, as the horizon was perfectly B R I T I S H S U B M A R I N E B LO W S UP lowered the morale of the enemy
i navy.
The
German
officers
would
MOLE
clear, but every one had got so fed up
i
have
gone
to
sea
and
made
a
last
des
“ We knew at once that the old Brit
with the two previous attempts that
we decided to go ahead and risk it. ish submarine filled with high ex- perate effort two months ago. but
Three hours of the 100-mile passage plosives, under command of Lieut. : the m(,n would not go.
across the North Sea were made in Sandford, had succeeded in getting1 In order to command the Zeebrugg
daylight, and then came a moonless, under the viaduct and blowing herself expedition, he received the rank c:f
pitch-dark night, which was intensi- up. Her crew escaped in a small Acting Captain, and this was con
firmed later when King George dec
fled by the black clouds sent forth dingy.
from the sinoke boats.
“ In the meantime the two old Liver- orated Captain Carpenter with tin
Captain
Carpenter
“ We were due to reach the Mole at pool ferryboats. Iris and Daffodil, had Victoria Cross.
Zeebrugge at midnight, and arrived come in and joined in the attack. The comes of old fighting sea stock and is
one minute late. - The other boats Iris had made fast to the Mole and tin; sixth generation to serve in the
were barely two minutes behind the the Daffodil had to push the Vindic- British Navy in a direct line.
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Vnd tailorki
CLOTHES.

A

[ HERE is something more than good
quality that goes with any gift you
purchase at this store, i t ’s the ex
pression o f good taste and judgment. Men
know that our mark in merchandise means
the best, a guarantee o f positive satisfaction
and lowest price.
/

An important display ot

Che greatest
Happiness Ole
RapeOnrselves l
Is In making
Others Happy
%

This is to remind you that

numbered among the desirable

our Jewelry Store now gleams

things to be found here.

with

uine Maine Gems a Speciality.

Enchanting

G ift— Goods

Gen

and th at those who receive pre
sents which come from us cher
ish them,

because they

know

Our stock

has

been

for Cash and you get

bought
the

full

that the “Quality is there.” Our

benefit of our foresight.

Prices please the buyer and the

artcle is delivered in a handsome

Quality makes each G ift a last

gift case and will be Engraved

ing remembrance.

Free.
tra for

Diamonds,

Watches,

Rings,

Each

Absolutely no charge ex
Cases

or boxes.

Our

Store is open for business each

W rist Watches, Pendants, Beads

evening and we

Chains,

dian Money without discount at

Brooches,

Cuff Links

Bracelets,

and Novelities

are

accept

Extraordinary in variety, a gathering of Overcoat
values that stands alone.

Extra good values in Hart Schaffner & Marx
Suits at $30 00. Best of wool materials.
Latest
models, full of snap tor young men, also styles for
older men, with character and dignity. Under the
present market conditions they are worth more.
Our men “over there” have been fighting not
just lor victory alone, but to uphold ideals, to keep
alive the best in the world. It we buy the way they
lought, we must avoid careless, wasteful buying
and buy only what is good and what is guaranteed
to serve long and serve best.

This store is chuck full o f the best, ser
viceable merchandise for men, boys and the
little chaps
Make this store your headquarters, we
are at your service.

Cana

all times.

OSGOOD 5
Little Store with the B ig Stock
M arket Square

Overcoats

Green’s
“ My Clothier”
100 cents for $1.00 store
Union Square
Houlton, Me.

Houlton, Maine

raafll
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deer live on.

There may be a few almost new to the builders.

In two along the coasts. Then they gradually

The 8mudge Cure

Where It Helps
GOLD, FURS AND FISH
cows around the favored section of years they say the road will be com moved up the Yukon, changed their
“ Nervous breakdown, debility; noth
“
Do
you
think early rising is good
ARE ALASKA’S ASSETS Fairbanks, but in my 2200 mile trip pleted and ready for service. I may manner of living and became a dis ing much to worry about. Get in the
for
your
health?”
asked the languid
tinct
family.
be
a
cold
water
thrower,
but
I
wonder
through the interior of Alaska I never

country; long walks in the open air,
how much of the year it will be in
saw a head of stock.
Take an Indian or Eskimo, dress him etc. No alcohol in any form, and— ” city visitor.
And with the exception of this one service with the enormous snowfall in in American clothes and I will give a
"I don’t know about my health,” re
The patient sighed.
favored section, there is NO SOIL in this part of Alaska, and with the ter
The doctor packed away his tools. plied Farmer Cobbles, “ but next to
prize
to
anyone
who
ian
pick
him
out
Alaska, and it will be thousands of rible floods in the summer months, my
"And one cigar a day!’’
sun, rain, and fertilizer, it's the best
years yet before there will be. A few guess is that it will be some job to of a bunch of Japs. Unquestionably
“ Oh, doctor—not that!”
inches under the tundra the soil ceas keep that railroad in operation—even they orinally came from China or I
thing there is for crops.”
“One cigar a day!” reiterated the
es. Even trees cannot subsist. Over if there is a demand for its operation. Janpan. They have the same yellow
M. J. Brown
doctor, inexorably.
I saw an Indian bring a fox skin in the millions of acres of Alaska you However, this is but an opinion, one ish complexion, high cheeked bones
Six weeks later the patient return
I
may
have
to
renig
on.
to an N. O. Co. store and get $650 for will see forests grown up to scrub
and a slight eye slant.
ed
to town.
Alaska
today
is
hitting
the
chutes.
dimensions and dead. On the entire
it. In trade.
i
The natives care little for gold or
"How do you feel?" queried the
Then I wondered if I hadn’t better length of the Yukon there is no tim- The territory is declining. Half of the
~3U Y:
remain in Alaska and start a fur farm, ber worth while, for when it reaches a population of the country has left this money. They would rather have cred doctor.
After the deal I talked with the trad- certain size it dies for want of root year. In every town, camp and mine it at a trading store than gold in their
“ Splendid! Kit as a fiddle!"
er and asked him if it was an every substance. The famous Alaska spruce I visited the people were leaving or
“ And you liked it all?”
pockets. They are lazy and without
day occurrence for these kind of furs you read about is not in Alaska prop- making preparations to go out on the
"Yes, everything (except the one
to be brought in, and if it only took er, but far down in the panhandle, last boats. There was gloom and de ambition, they catch fish and never
cigar.”
WAR SAVINGS STAMPS
wash. For 20 years the influence of
pression everywhere.
ten minutes to strike a bargain?
north of Prince Rupert.
The
doctor
wagged
his
head
and
The
reasons
I
found
were
three:
No
And he told me a lot about fox furs
if you want to go into the fishing
the white man has had little effect on
INITIO I) tVi’A/l'KvS
that I did not know.
or fur business, don’t look for any- new strikes of size or permanency, them. They are content to exist. There smiled.
cov
"The tobacco habit, my dear sir- ”
He said the Indian had had this skin thing better than the north land, but the excessive cost of living in the min-1
are exceptions in the larger river
for about three months and had been jf you want to take a long chance on ing camps and the stories of high
“ Isn’t any joke,” put in the pa
towns
where there are missionaries
to every trader, store or fur buyer farming or stock raising, take Death wages and great activity on the out
tient, ruefully. "It is hard for a man
within 200 miles, driving a bargain, Valley as a better chance than Alaska, side. This trio was loading the pas- and schools, and splendid work has at my time of life to take up smok
and
finally come back to him. The for there you will have the satisfac- senger accommodations of all the la st, been done by these teachers.
in g!”
|
*Hw was that of a Jet black fox, very tion of at least keeping warm while boats.
And yet almost every miner or pros- j
rare in Alaska, or anywhere else.
you “ go broke."
u ■
I asked what price he would get for
as to what the government’s rail- pector who was leaving would state j
the skin, and he replied that it was r0ad will do for the coal section of that some day he was going back. Al- j
about as big a speculation as gold Southern Alaska, it <s but a matter of most every last man of them knew
prospecting; that its price might go opinion, and my honest opinion—an where (or about where) there was
(O $2000 or $2500, or he might be glad opinion founded on ail the information rich dirt, and some of these days
to get his $650 back.
He explained i could gather from all sources—is when he had accumulated enough
that the price of it depended on that it will never be a paying invest- monev to hold him up" for a season, ■
whether some millionaire’s wife had ment, and that the government took they wen* all going back and make
one like it and was hunting for its a chance that even the Guggenheims good.
If these fellows could only cash in
match, or whether the war income tax , dared not tackle.
hit hubby so heavy that he wouldn’t
Around Fairbanks and Tenana you on their hopes, if they could develop
stand tor the buy. “ We take a big hear nothing but the glad music. The one tenth of their prospects, Dawson
chance for a big profit,” he said “ I completion of the railroad is going to would lose its fame as the one great
will send It outside for tanning and bring on a regular old-fashioned Seat est gold camp on earth.
They all have a “ prospect" and a
making up and let it try for a sucker. tle real estate boom. The great coal
The dead black fox skin is far more fields will be developed, thousands of story with it, and those stories—well,
valuable than the silver-grey.
The men will be employed, and as a man they just get you, get into your blood
silver-grey can be bred with consid told me “ Tenana will skin Dawson for and make you want to chuck the whole
work-a-day world, and get an outfit
erable certainty, but the full black fox a grow.”
Ending Xmas Eve
“ But what is going to be done with and beat it back into the unpeopled
le a freak, a “patch,” an accident of
silence, back into the rugged hills
birth. This rare animal Is a hybrid, the coal?” I asked.
a mongrel, the product of cross-breed“ Ship it to Seattle and down the Pa where proprieties and worries don’t
Read the prices below, O VER and OVER and T H IN K , what you can save by buying at
go, back where you just let go of eve
Ins a red and silver fox, but the cific Ocean,” was the reply.
this sale, when you compare the prices hero, with those regularly charged everywhere
“ But,” I countered, "great deposits rything you were every tangled with,
strange thing is there is no natural
eontroL A breeder may wait for of coal lie undeveloped in Washington rough it and hunt for the decoying
else. As a matter of fact, these SALE PR IC ES are about w hat shoes cost you 3 years
years for a black fox and he may get today because it cannot compete with gold.
ago, before war prices entered into every business.
one In the first litter. But the chances cheap fir wood, and how are you going
A peculiarity I found in Alaska is
are long in favor of the wait, hence to railroad your coal to Seward, boat that there are almost as many Indi
D O N’T FO R G ET the dates, Tuesday, December 10th until Christmas Eve M i d n i g h t
the scarcity of this fur.
It to Seattle and railroad it down the an dialects as there are Indian towns,
And after the dealer had told me all coast, and buck a competition in Wash and that one community is almost dis
ahoot fox farming, I concluded I ^ington and Oregon that state coal de tinct in talk and customs from the one
would rather take chances on hen-rais- j posits can’t meet, and how are you go perhaps 50 miles away. A newspaper
IBS in the states—that this black fox j ing to ship it thousands of miles to man stated the Indians and Eskimos
$1.75 1 Buckle
$3.50 Elk Sole
business was too much like the job j California and compete with the cheap- are not wanderers; that in the early
Urn fellow In Mexico had—picking est fuel oil in the world?”
days they were forced by necessity to I
Overshoe
Boots
blossoms from a century plant.
j And after you have poked a few of settle in small numbers where the
2.00 1 Buckle
4.00 Oil Grain
I traveled many hundred miles with i such questions at the enthusiasts it is hunting and fishing was good; that
Overshoe
Boots
a government revenue officer, whose j well to see If your boat is rot about they gradually became tribes and in
2.75 1 Buckle
business it was to see that every sa Jdue—time to move along or lose your the hundreds of years the language
3.50 Brown Moose
$6.00 Dress Shoes
loon and joint that sold liquor came j popularity,
Overshoe
changed into dialects and the original
Boots
through with its government license
There have been enormous unfor- tongue became practically lost.
3.50 1 Buckle
5.00 U. S. Army
to Uncle Sam. He said he traveled
7.00 Dress
seen expenses in the construction of
In this way the wide separation of
Overshoe
Shoes
•000 miles every year in Alaska, but
Shoes
this road; there have been great wash the Eskimo and Indian is explained
3.50 4 Buckle Over
that the territory would soon be dry outs and other engineering problems
6.00
Maine
State
once they were all Eskimos, and lived I 8.00 Dress
sad then he was going into the fur buy
shoe
Guide Shoes
1
Shoes
ing which he had been doing as a side
4.00 4 Buckle Over
6 & $7 10 in.
line for sometime, and he gave me
I 8.50 U. S. Army
shoe, light wt.
Chippewa Boots
these ontslde market prices on Alas
I
Shoes
5.00 4 Buckle Over
ka furs; Silver fox, $500 to $1200;
6.00 S in. Solid
1 9.00 Dress
btack fox. $1500; red fox, $18 to $25;
shoe, heavy red sole
Leather Boots
I
Shoes
white fox, $20. Then there are the
7.00 10 in. Solid
•tter, ermine, martin, wolf; all varie
Leather Boots
THIS IS A REAL SALE
ties of bears, wolverine, lynx, beaver,
T R A D C M A R K R EG IS TE R E D
skunk, and so on. Martin are forbid
den to be trapped in Alaska, and I be
15c 2 in 1 Black
Dve seals also, except the dog seal.
W O M E N ’S $1
These can be bought for one dollar
Paste
RUBB ER S
apiece. The walrus grow to an enor
20c Jars Shoe
mous size in Alaska, as large as the
Cream
j $5.00 Grade, 8 in.
largest ox and often weighs a ton.
THE
DATE
DON'T
FORGET
15c
French
What abcut farming, stock raising
!
tops
muI timber, are questions that have I
Dressing
5.50 Grade 10 in.
often been asked of me, and a New
All 15c Paste
tops
$6.00 Oil Tan
York newspaper sends me the follow
Polish
6.00
Grade
W hite
ing clipping, said to have been in an
!
Pacs, 10 in. top
article written by Frank Carpenter: j
Rubber
Men go up there to mine, or to i Bring your storage battery to us for Winter Storage where you
Boys’ 8 in. Split
follow other more or less adven- j
will have the following advantages:—
Leather top
turous pursuits, and many of them j
85c U. S. Army
Boys’
8 in. Chrome
remain to farm or raise stock. In i
$1.50 Felt
The safety of a fire-proof building
Sox
many regions the plow turns up
Leather top
Insocks
$1.00 Heavy Wool
more g old -a n d more easily—than (
does the pickax. Tho government
The experence of the oldest established BATTERY SERVICE
2.75 F'elt Soles
Sox
railroad is being built not to bring
and Heels
1.25 Heavy Wool
STATION in Aroostook County.
out gold, but coal and copper, and
3.50 Felt Top,
Sox
$3.50 AU Red
for miles around it there are val
Kid Foxing
The ‘New York’ system of cheeking b a tte rie s w h e re ! v none
1.50 Heavy Wool
leys which have soil and climate ,
Rubber
N«t a Fanning or Stock Raising Coun
try and Novor Will Bo. Black Fox
Skin Worth *2*000.
Government
Railroad is a Big Risk. HaJf of Pop
ulation Has Loft This Yoar.

W. S. S.

AMiWiXTUI: V\AK

A REAL SHOE

SALE

Beginning* T u esd a y , D ec. 10th

Dress Shoes

|Shoe

Polish

10c
15c
12c
10c

T ip -T op Service is Our
Only Standard

W oolen Socks

that compare favorably with many
regions in the United States prop
er. The weather records for the
past winter show that the temper- !
ature averaged milder at the port
of Seward than at New York, and
It Is claimed they pick strawber
ries In the rich Matanuska valley
as early as we do here in Oregon.
If Frank Carpenter wrote the above
ha must have seen Alaska from a difflMUOt slant than I did. Let me state
(feat the territory is not a farming
ooontry and never will be—unless the
undergoes a great change.
Aayone knows that a land that stays
solidly frozen two and a half or three
Isot beneath the surface will never be .
a worth-while produce country, nod
anyone kho knows anything about the
vory short summer seasons and the
great danger of killing frosts, knows
tflft when a profitable crop Is raised (
it la when a 20 to 1 chance comes
through.
Tho reference to Seward has little
to do with Alaska. It is on the ex-1
trsme southern coast. You will note i
tho above clipping states “ it is claim -;
ed*M and I could fill a volume w ith :
that kind of dope. “ It is claimed’’ of
aearly all the towns on the southern
coast that the snowfall is
from 20 feet up and that it has to rain
every day in the summer to melt it
off. Yet with this almost constant
roftafhll there are thousands of acres
om which the snowfall gains on the
rain, hence the wonderful glaciers—
great lakes and rivers of solid ice,
slowly moving to the ocean. The low -1
er coast may be some country for tur
nips, but don’t take a chance of going
up there for general farming.
If there is stock raising in Alaska
1 would like to be cited. There is
aothtng for cows to eat. They would
starve on tundra and the stuff rein

are lost or mixed up.
Installation of the most modern methods

of repairing

bat

teries. especially the steam dissecting plant.
The CADMIUN READINGS, whereby 75
ments can be correctly determined.

ol

$2.77
2.97
2.87
4.27
4.67
4.77
4.87
5.77

$4.67
5.47
5.67
6.27
6.47

I

all battery ail

We are the first battery

station in Aroostook County to install this equipment.
The experience and personal advice o f our foreman, Harold

Sox
1.65 Heavy Wool
Sox
Home Knit Native
Wool Sox
Home Knit Native
Wool Mits

W O M E N ’S $1
RU B B ER S

Overshoes

W ork Shoes

$ .57
.67
.77
.87
.97
1.27
1.37
87c

87c

Boston

and

N ew

Y o rk

branches, at the Willard factory and the Special Willard Train
ing School in Cleveland, Ohio.

H* M. Cates & Son
Union

Square

and Mechanic Street

Houlton, Maine

Weight
1.35 Medium
Weight
2.25 Heavy Red
Tap Sole
2.00 Unika High
cut
1.00 W om en’s
Rubbers

$1.17
1.27
1.77
1.67
.87

$3.47
3.77

Felt Boots

$1.27
1.97 1Low
2.77

Lace Rubbersl

2.75 Black

Hand Made
Farm or
Driving

8i” $
so in.

8
Q

9

i 2 in.

II

Rubber
2.25 Boys’
Rubber
1.75 Youths’
Rubber
1.50 Felt

Ralston Health Shoes
You Know Them
"N ull Said”

Shoe Rubbers
1.25 Light

Leather Top
Rubbers

$4.97

F. Cates, the factory trained expert, who has spent four seasons

in special battery training at the

$1.27
1.57
2.17
2.67
2.47
3.47
3.67

io

Sneakers, Ten

off

nis Shoes,

Regular

Gym Shoes

P r ic e

Insocks

W O M E N ’S $1
RUBBERS

1

ODD S T Y L E S M E N ’S SHOE
RUBBERS
Sizes 8 to 11
Regular Price
$1.25

57c

C A S H M E R E HOSE 2nds

27 and 37c

■■ ■

w

87c

LOT

65 and 75c
and
n
air
a n
pair

$2.67!
2.17
1.47
1.27
1.27

■ w

40c Cotton Hose,
colors black, white
and slate

27c

D on’t F o rg e t th e D a te

HOUL TON SH O E
H O PITAL
Exchange Block

Court St.

Houlton, Maine
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| "W e waited, and all of a sudden we lets and the smoke streams from the cftine on fire.

PAGB ELEVEN

Then I was captured til the Hun gives in.

Aims in Secret
VERMONT AVIATOR’S
saw the tour Huns we had chased so tracers and incendiary bullets were aBI led into a funny little Dutch town. I "Here on the ‘Dutch front’ I have
"You must be crazy, Isabel. I've
A IR FIGHT WITH HUNS many times. We went for them again. criss-crossing like paper streamers at "Well, that was the end of a perfecl , nothing to do, nothing to eat, nobody asked you repeatedly to be economi
This time their motors were not smok a carnival. Then came a moment

jo«epfc A. Baton, a Rutland, V t, boy
!■ the arlatkm service, had a hot light ing and we knew they weren’t trying when everybody closed in at once.
with some German planes last summer, so hard to get away. The other times IThe air was one mass of machines and
««as Interned In Holland till the end of when the Huns turned they left a trail we all were so busy that It seemed
the war. hot has found opportunity to of smoke. I have a vivid picture of like a dream. Then one of the Hun
wend to his Mends, an account of his them in my mind. Broadside the ma machines burst into flames and went
fight and from his letter these para* chines were very pretty, with long, down. Another foil into the water,
white, gracefully shaped pontoons. but they still outnumbered us 10 to 4.
.graphs are taken:
Then their tails came around and the Then my machine began to lag behind.
"It was a beautiful day and the Huns
pontoon struts made it look like a bow- The motors wouldn’t give their power.
•appeared first as fire specks on the
legged kid. Then the smoke began to 1 e Huns, however, had had enough
horison. There were four of us, and we
come and they did their best- to get anu started for home. As they went,
lined up according to certain orders
away quickly. The last time, how they took a last try at me as I was not
wad started tor the Huns. This was
able to manoeuvre right. They all
the period of most excitement. It ever, they turned slowly and seven
more Hun machines came up on my went by with their machine guns
seemed asthough we would never
speaking up, I remember one fellow
some together although we were all right-hand side. This made 12 Ger
mans and four of us, and we met eve who came so close I could see his fea
•Bylng very fast Soon, however, the
tures,
although very indistinctly.
•■mhlnes became more distinct, and rybody going full speed.
Their
last
try finished me, however.
"The next half-hour seemed like a
jhHt as we wean about to get in range,
Bullets went through everywhere. My
few
minutes.
I
don’t
remember
how
dhi Huns lost Btosir nerve and turned
tanks, gasoline pipes, motors, were all
gmmmd and slosted toward home. We many times we turned. I don’t exact
damaged. My lubricating oil was all
twent back to protect our machine ly know what we did. The plane was
gone and I was losing altitude and so
no
longer
a
machine,
but
a
part
of
my
■taking repairs, hoping it would be
I headed into the wind and landed. I
self,
and
it
answered
my
will
as
an
able to Join us. The Huns had sent
saw the island just in front of me and
arm
or
leg
would.
We
allied
machines
home for re-enforcements, as we were
enly a little way from Germany. Three flew as close together as possible, but as it didn’t look very populous I
times we drove the Huns away, but it wasn’t easy. There were so many beached lightly and began to investi
aevr getting a chance at them. It Germans, so many people to shoot at, gate with the idea of making repairs
shows the Hun spirit—five of them and it seemed as though they might . . . . (Several lines censored). I got
tun four of us, but they wouldn’t fight. get away. The air was thick with bul out my pistol and tried to set the ma-

CHRISTMAS
GREETINGS

The war is over.

day, but I was in a bad mess. I was to pal around with, and am on my
pretty enthusiastic and wanted to fly honor as an American naval officer
some more. The excitement was still not to escape."
on me, but the Dutch have cooled me .
------- SAVE --------off a bit. You see, fighting is fun. It’s
Knew W h a t They'd Catch
just a new sort of game, and the ex
The
twins had gone in swimming
citement and fun is so great that you
|
without
mother’s permission, and they
forget about the danger.
anticipated trouble.
"One doesn’t need to be a hero, and
j "W ell,” said Tommy, philosophicalthere are no heroics to it at all. I be
i ly, "w e’re both in the same boat, anylieve that every nation has its charj hovr."
acteristiis, and give a man the in
stinct to fight or to run. The Ameri j "Yes," returned Ray, the humorist
can has the instinct to fight, so our of the family, "but I’m afraid it’s a
whole American service will fight un whale-boat."

The ban is lifted when you

cal, and yet you go and order the
most expensive fur coat in the shop."
“ Well I don’t mind being economi
cal, but I do object to looking eco
nomical.”
------- SAVE -------A Strange World

Harassed Decorator—“ I’m very sor
ry, mum, I ’aven’t been able to paper
your two top bedrooms. They took
away my last man a week ago for the
Army. Seems to me they think more
of this ’ere war than they do of p&peranging.”

Santa Claus has joined hands this year with
----------

Uncle Sam, to promote early -----

------

(V hristmas Shopping

spend your money for those useful necessities.
Our Christmas Merchandise is ready. There is
nothing to gain by waiting— start today to buy,
if you have not already done so and get the
benefit of an unbroken line to select from.
W e invite everybody to call in and examine
our stock, as we feel sure that we have just what
you need.

You will find in this store a well selected stock
of those useful gifts that will long be remembered

W e would suggest any of the following:

Kirschbaum S uit or Overcoat, with the all
wool policy; W idow Jones Suit or Overcoat,
for the boys,

great

values;

Oaks

Among the Hundreds of Suitable Gifs from Our

Bros.

---------------------

Sweaters, for father, mother, brother, sister,

Diamonds,

all styles and colors; Shirts, big assortment

Glass,

of flannels, madras and silks;

Mackinaws,

Bathrobes,

in Gift Boxes,

House

Cuff

Accessories,

Scarfs, silk and wool, Leather Collar Cases,

Mohogany
Hand Bags,

Tie

Pins,

C arter

Underwear,

Suit

Neck Chains and
Fobs and Charms,

Parlor and Mantle Clocks,

Fountain

Pens,

Parasols in all
Serving

Trays,

Films
Fancy

Kodaks,

Persian Ivory,

and

Colors.
Ladies’

Ladies' and Gents'

Pocket Books

— All Goods Purchased Here Engraved Free —

Ties, our assortment is bigger than
This is the year to buy.

Gold

Cases,

Bags, Trunks, Shoes, Rubbers, Etc.

Fur Coats.

Cut

“ La Tausca” Pearl Necklace

Rings,

Links,

Coats, Caps, Hats, Hose, Suspenders, Belts,

Tie Cases, Handkerchief Cases, Cuff Links,

Watches,

Waldemar Chains,

Cigarette Cases,

Pajamas,

Watches,

Community Silver,

Pendants,

Mittens, anything you would wish.

Wrist

Sterling Silver and Plated Ware,

Beads,

Gloves and

Stock We Suggest ----------------------

#

ever.
Delays

will mean dollars to you.
We

invite

you

to

look

over

compare prices before you buy.

our

stock

J.

and

ERVK 4 ERVIN
T h e S to r e T h a t

with us.

S a tis fie s

Perry

Jew eler- Optometrist

The quality of

M arket Square

our merchandise and our prices will speak for
themselves.

D.

Houlton, Maine

Keep up the good Christmas Spirit by trading

IbolR av
CHRISTM AS TIME
A Time o f Good Cheer and Gift Making

Greetings

W E R E Q U E S T YOU TO COME TO T H IS S TO R E AND LOOK O VER OUR GOODS E S P E C IA LLY B O U G H T FOR
C H R IS T M A S T R A D E

W E H A VE A G R E A T A S S O R T M E N T

Why not give her a pretty Silk Waist. Our Silk Underskirts in all the newest and prettiest shades and changeable
shades are attracting a lot of ladies who recognize style and value.
We have about 300 dozen handkerchiefs to sell between now and Christmas at prices ranging from 5c to 50c each.
We can safely say that they are the prettiest in town. This lot includes some for men and children.

FURS— The ideal gift for your sister, mother or sweetheart.
Furs— We have them and the Price is Right.
W E COULD DESC R IB E A H U N D R E D
IN S P E C TIO N , B U T LACK OF SPACE

Have you made your list out yet?
W hat will you give to her—or to him?

Do your shopping early—Uncle
Sam requests it; and so do the
clerks in the stores....................

Bathrobes
Gloves
Silk Underwear
Fancy Aprons
Corsets
Sweaters
Shopping Bags
Scarf Sets
Dolls
Silk Parasols
Pocket Books
Hand Bags
Sweet Hay Baskets

D IF F E R E N T
PREVENTS

Black Furs— Brown Furs— Grey Furs— all kinds of

A R T IC L E S W H IC H ARE NOW READ Y FOR YOUR
US FROM DO ING SO.. Here are a few suggestions—

Handkerchiefs
Ladies Silk Hosiery
Men’s Hose
Boudoir Caps
Picture Frames
Travelling Sets
Veils
Neckwear
Housedresses
Raincoats
Ties
Ribbons
Notions

Novelties
We wish to make mention
that we now carry quite a com
plete line of infants and child
ren’s wear, which include such
things as
Dresses
Coats
Hats
Stockings
Underwear
Sweaters
Petticoats, etc.

ALL T H IS M O N TH WE W IL L REDUCE OUR LIN E OF COATS, S U IT S , DRESSES,
COATS AND FURS. COME IN — LOOK T H E M O V E R — SH O P H E R E — SAVE M O N EY.

3 oe JSernstetn

S K IR T S ,

C H IL D R E N ’S

t
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HINTS FOR HOME NURSING

culated alluring advertising in pay
ment for shares of their stocks, which
it is claimed, will pay a higher rate of
interest.
The treasury’s tentative plan for re
striction of fraudulent stock proposi
tions would affect only dealing in
A C T P R O V ID E S P O W E R
Liberty bonds or other government se
curities,
and would not prevent pro
“*The authority for this plan is given
moters
from
selling their securities
in the provision in the fourth Liberty
loan act enpowering the president to for cash.
-------- r a v e ---—
“ investigate and regulate by means of
His Second Thought
license or otherwise” transactions in
Head of the House, (roaring with
Liberty bonds or certificates of in
debtedness for two years after the pro rage)—“ Who told you to put that
paper on the wall?”
clamation of peace.
Decorator—“ Your wife, sir."
The law was based on the belief
Head of the House (subsiding)
that after the war hundreds of pro
motion schemes would spring up to “ Pretty, isn’t it?"
tiny of the government. Those found
suspicious or of an actually fraudu
lent nature might be barred from ac
cepting Liberty bonds in payment for
their securities, through the govern
ment’s refusal to grant them licenses.

Nvfses tor our neighbors, particulary In rural districts is a question that
bna been put to us in an acute form
fej the epidemic of influenza. Even
now in the wane of the visitation, it
Is extremely difficult, in many places,
to obtain attendants for the sick ones.
This condition of things moved the
State Department of Health to issue
a sixteen page pamphlet under the
title of “ Hints on Home Nursing.”
The Department is, as rapidly as pos
slble, putting it into the hands of
those persons where it will do the
most good.
In this circular the mother of the
family, or other untrained attendant,
Is taught Just what to do to guard offer stocks and bonds for develop
-------- S A V E ---------against the spread of the disease to ment projects in exchange for Liberty
Out of His Class
other members of the household and bonds. This situation is now develop
Sergeant (surprizing sentry) - “ Why
neighborhood, and the safety of the ing according to reports to the trea didn’t you challenge that man who
nurse herself is considered, and the sury. Numerous organizations have just passed?”
well members of the family and the been formed to float stocks for oil or
Newest Recruit—“ Why, that’s Kayo
neighbors are urged to spare her and mining development and other pro Hogan, sergeant, and he’s got all o'
relieve her as much as possible. Plain positions and many of them have cir ten pounds on m e!”
instructions are given in the making
of the face masks, now worn in all
well-ordered hospital wards for the
care of the infectious sick.
Persons sick with an acute febrile
disease are very often not supplied
with so great an abundance of drinks
as they need. Furthermore, it is of i
ten found that the cooking for the j
sick is far from what it should be for
the want of a little teaching, such as
this circular gives. While the recipes I
given for drinks and foods are but few i
this matter is so presented that it is !
suggestive of how a greater variety j
may properly be prepared. Following
Let us hell) you to bring
advice on the sick room, its arrange- {
ment and ventilation, and the care of
the bed, instruction is given about ob
serving the temperature, pulse and
respiration o f the patient so that,
even the untrained nurse, may under
to your home this Christmas
stand when it is best to communicate
Come Id and
with the family doctor. The home
look over
nurse is also told just how to destroy
our lin e
infection by trustworthy disinfecting
agents and process.
We are showing a big line of
Surgeon-General Blue, of the United
Pianos and Player Pianos for
States Public Health Service seems to
think that modern households have
the Christmas Trade, a n d a
not been taught to help themselves as
they might when serious disease
complete line of Phonographs
comes to them. He says: “ While I
including the Edison. Yietrola.
cheerfully recognize all the good that
has been done by our splendidy train
Sonora and Columbia.
ed graduate nurses, I believe that the
public has come to rely too much up
Also a line of small Musical
on their services and has not inter
ested itself sufficiently in studying the
Goods which would make suit
home care of the sick."

G ood C h e e r
Music Will Do It

-------- SAVE ---------

able gifts for your friends.

i

WILL PROTECT BOND OWNERS
A method of restricting fraudulent 1
or highly speculative stock promoting
schemes involving the trading of their i
securities for Liberty bonds has been |
devised by the treasury and may be j
put into egeet soon to protect the |
millions of Liberty bond owners j
against loss.
In effect, the treasury's plan would
be a sort of national “ blue-sky” opera
tion, by which promoters would find
their businesses subject to close scru

As tie Musi; C o m p a n y

j

THE GIANT THAT
LIVES INA BOX

w ny Take
Chances
9■
Your starting battery is an expensive part
of your car. its internal action is neariy as
delir'ari' and complicated as the human body.
if you Thought you had Influenza o r
Pneumonia you certainly would not call in
someone whose only claim to knowledge of
the subject was the fact that they had been
shown through a Medic al College or possible
a Hospital while on a visit to some city.
It recpiires several years of study and hard
work to lit a person to practice medicine or
to become an efficient Storage Battery Man.
A two weeks visit or even a month’s work in
a storage battery place cannot possibly fit a
man to handle your battery if you wish to
get value out of it. The fact that he can go
through the motions of making a few tests
does not prove that he understands them or
wiil do the things that those tests indicate
should be done. He is learning the business
at your expense.
Wouldn't you rather place your battery
where it will receive the constant attention
of a man who has had years of practical ex
perience' in the battery business. One used
to charging, testing and repairing under all
sorts of conditions. One who has made ('ve
ry part of a storage Battery from the raw
materials to the finished product.
Our expert. Mr. W. R. Gerow was trained
by the Electric Storage Supply Co., of Bos
ton. with whom he spent FIVE YEARS, the
last two as SHOP FOREMAN, manufactur
ing, repairing and installing storage batteries
exclusively.

Houlton

73 Main St

Don’t Ruin a Good Battery
This Winter

To the best of our knowledge Mr. Cerow
is the only man in Aroostook County who
has had actual shop experience of any con
sequence. He has had twenty years electri
cal experience in all.

As usual this stors will

W

tin

be recognized as

Christmas
Shopping

Headquarters

In every department we are
ready for the Holiday Season.

Among
stocked

the
for

many

things

Christmas

that

never fail to please will be found
Useful

gifts

will

be

appre

Ladies’ Gloves, Veilings, Corsets,

ciated more than ever this year,

Fur Sets and

and we have taken special pains

Knitted

to select a big stock

Sets both for women and child

of such

articles.

ren,

odd

Fur Pieces

Sweaters and Knitted

Bath

Robes,

Handkerchiefs— some
Besdes our complete showing
of Ladies’ and

Misses’ Coats

Suits and Dresses,
splendid

we have

assortment

of

Christmas
come

in

Our manager Mr. Nickerson has had ten
years electrical experience, four years as
Wire Chief for the Telephone Co. where he
helped install and had care of the large tank
storage batteries.
The fact that we are doing the exclusive
battery work for the dealers in the following
makes of ears, the Maxwell, Overland, Buick.
Reo and Ford, shows conclusively that our
work is appreciated.
Our new quarters which consist of two
('iitire floors and a basement is devoted en
tirely to our battery service giving us ample
room to do the work necessary. We have
installed the most modern machinery for
this work including 5 charging units, and out
building is kept warm and dry at all times.
We are distributors in this section for the
Exide, Gould. Everreadv and Vesta batteries
carrying in stock at all times spare parts for
each. Our square deal battery service for
any make of batteries must appeal to every
auto owner who is invited to call as often as
he can and assure himself that his battery
is receiving the care that he is paying for.
Battery service is our business to which
we devote our exclusive time. We also re
pair any battery made.

Fancy Holiday Boxes, Novelty
Neckwear, Bibbons, etc.

a

th e

In fact you can surely find at

smaller useful articles so essen

this store ust what you desire

tial to the well dressed woman.

for a Christmas Gift.

H o u lto n B a tte r y
Service Company
Automobile Row
Bangor Street
Houlton, Maine

Berman’s Cloak Store
Formerly The Fashion

Main Street, Houlton

LOOK FOR
TH IS SIGN

